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FULL RAME

'We need a return to Madison.
If Ja~es Madison were here today,
I beheve he would remind us of his
level-headed assessment of our
human limitations when we
encounter and react to views that
differ from our own.'

''A return
lo Madison''
BY JIM HEFFERNAN ('96)

-

.,,,c"mcnt of our human limitation when we
encounter Jnd reJct to view that differ from our
own." lger \aid.
J, I an bc\t honor Jame Madi on ' legacy
h, fmt ring and m deling ivil and re peccful
di our,c on the great i ue f ur rime, Alger
ddcd "If we enlighten our elve through education .ind I lieve that we all are connected - even
,, 1th tho , horn we might passionately di agree
- ,, honor , ladi,on. I intend for chi idea to be
.1 h.illm.1rk of my admini trati n."
Alg r JI\O ;innounced chat JMU and Montpelier
" 111 p rtncr on ~-vcral up oming projects, like a
1.oll.1har.111vc cour\C on James Madi on offered by
th J. I hi tory department and Adule Degree
Pr~r.im " rking ~ 1th M mpelier'
mer for the
Con mution. (Read more on Page 18) .
• J r urged ch
in :mendan e to go from th~ .
, rcmonv "with renewed en e of our roles as cmu n :mith power we have co live the ideal James
. f J 1 n h.indcd down co us through che ages." ffi
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Up Front

26 The 1 Holy Grail' of Astronomy
('86, '09M)
Anca Constantin, JMU physics and astronomy professor, and her student
Emil C hristensen ('14) are using a $ 10,000 Jeffress Memorial Trust grant
to review water m egamaser data to help scientists learn more about how
galaxies are formed.
BY ERIC GORTON

I FullFrame
A "return co Madison."
President J onachan R. Alger
announces new partnership
with Montpelier

28 Why Madison? Because Dreams

Should Be Big

4 22807
Your leccers and feedback

BY PAM BRocK

JMU has inaugurated its sixth president, Jonathan R. Alger. W ith Alger's vision and Madison's historical refusal
to be summed up in conventional higher education terms, two compelling forces align to make James Madison
University the national model of an "Engaged U niversity" that can work to improve society. The work begins.

38 A Passion for People

('97M)
JMU's new first lady, Mary Ann Alger, is using her unique skill set, her graciousness
and her passion for people to help create the new national model of the "Engaged
U niversity." Carol Hamilton ('97M), director of the JMU College of Business Center
for Entrepreneurship, invited Alger to be a judge for the College of Business Venture
Creation Business Plan Competition for students. The two have worked closely on
other JMU projects and Hamilton says, "Mrs. Alger has an eye for opportunities and
a passion for people."
BY CAROL HAMILTON

MADISON MA G AZ I NE
2
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6 Contributors
7 Join the Vision
Help President Alger make
JMU the national model of
an Engaged University
ON THE COVER:
2013 Madison Fest fireworks by
Mike Miriello ('09M)

JONATHAN A ND MARY ANN ALGER PHOTOGRAPHS BY MIKE MIRIELLO (' 09M);
HUBBLE HERITAGE TEAM PH OTOGRAPH COURTESY OF NA SA
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M@dison
8

14

Madison Fest Students
take a sweet photo op at the
wall of cupcakes during Madison Week PAGE a

News

JMU celebrates Madison Week and the inauguration
of sixth president Jonathan R. Alger; Madison Future Commission
shapingJMU strategic plan; Furious Flower honors Toni Morrison;
Madison and Montpelier's new partnership; professor emeritus
develops assessment of rational thinking; and more

By the Numbers The Top 10 reasons co pickJMU
(reprinted from the JMU Be che Change blog!)
Also: What are No. 2, 8 and 160?

20 Dukes Turf

GET INSPIRED TO BE THE CHANGE
The Be the Change website has stories
and videos about students, professors
and alumni changing the world.
Sign up, connect, chime in:

www.jmu.edu/bethechange
Share your Be the Change story at

VISIT JMU:
Prospective students, alumni, community
members, JMU friends: Find it all here.
The JMU events calendar, campus map,
area lodging and dining. Log on before
you roll in to the 'Burg:

Departments
17 Connections

Seay informed and make connections!
JMU is on Facebook, Linkedln, WordPress.com and Twitter

22 Bright Lights

Visiting professor of art hiscory Aderonke
Adesanya, biology alumna and mural creacor Alison Stephen ('99)
and Pulitzer Prize-winning journalise Jeffrey Gammage ('82)

Essay

www.jmu.edu

madisonmag@jmu.edu

JMU men's and women's basketball teams

make hiscory

41

GET CONNECTED:

www.jmu.edu/admissions/visit

ALSO:

Follow @JMU on Twitter

PARENTS:
Visit www.jmu.edu/parents

Lessons with global consequences by Samier Mansur ('07)

43 Professors You Love

Meghan Frawley ('13) honors

biology professor Patrice Ludwig

44 Mixed Media Book announcements and music releases
by professors and alumni

Beauty in diversity
Art history professor teaches
diversity through dress culture
PAGE22

Alumni
45 News

JMU Alumni Association announces $100,000
matching gift co che Madison Forever Vision Fund, Madison
Perspectives by JMU Alumni Association President Jamie Jones
Miller ('99), new candlelighcing tradition, new alumni direccory
and the Save the Date calendar

50 Full Frame

Bioscience building mural "Life" by Alison

Stephen ('99)

52 Class Notes

News from alumni and former faculty,
and scholarship thank-yous from students. JMUWorks features
FreeRideHome.com creators; Also: Whit Babock ('92) and Matt
Fraker ('03)

WNIT quarterfinals
Women's basketball makes it
to the final eight PAGE 21

64 Presidential Walk
Gourmet Dreams
Frostings Bake Shop owner
Matt Fraker ('03) competes
on Food Network's Cupcake
Wars PAGE 55

President
Jonathan Alger and his wife Mary Ann
are joined by students and professors in
a symbolic walk downtown co share the
"keys" co JMU with local officials

CAA Champs
Men's basketball
team captures 2013
CAA t itle PAGE 20

Guest of
Honor Road
Dawg has celebrated
more than 100 alumni
weddings PAGE 45

WOMEN 'S BA SKETB A L L PHOTOGRAPH BY CATHY KU SHNER ( ' 87); MEN' S BA SKETBALL BY GRIFFIN
HARRINGTON; MA DI SON CUPC AKE PORTRAIT BY KATIE LANDIS; DIVERSITY FA SHION BY MIKE MIRIELLO
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013
('09M); CUPCAKES BY ED WOLFS TEIN; ROAD DAWG COURTESY OF LEAH CUTLER TOMLIN ('07)
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BOARD OF VISITORS 20 1 2 - 2013
JOSEPH K. FUNKHOUSER 11 (' 99P, ' 02P ), Rec tor
LOIS CARDARELLA FORBES (' 64 , '9 0P), Vice Rector
SUSAN ALLEN (' !OP)
KENNETH BARTEE (' 83 )
PABLO CUEVAS
RONALD C. DEVINE ('7 8)
BARRY DUVAL (' 81)
CARLY FLORINA
LESLIE GILLIAM (' 82 )
DON J . RAINEY (' 82 )
DAVID A . REXRODE (' 01 )
STEVE SMITH ('7 9)
MICHAEL M . THOMAS ('7 6, '7 7M) )
FRED D. THOMPSON JR.
JACOB D. MOSSER (' 13), Student Memb er
DONNA HARPER ('77, ' 8!M ,'86Ed.S .), Secretary

PRESIDENT
JONATHAN R . ALGER

Your letters, stories and photos
JMU IS THE NO. 1
CHOICE IN THIS FAMILY
One picture does indeed mean more
than a thousand words to our family!
When my granddaughter, Lacey Eubank (' 17), received her early action
acceptance letter from the JMU admissions office we were thrilled! JMU
was her No. 1 choice of colleges. We
knew we had to capture the Madison
generations moment in a photograph
of Lacey's mom, Sally Hall Snead
('88), Lacey and myself. My son, Bill
Eubank ('88) is also an alumnus!

SENIOR ADMINISTRATORS

CAROL EUBANK COBURN ('62)

A. JERRY BENSON
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

Glen Allen, Va.

ART DEAN

Special Assista nt to the President for D i versity
DONNA HARPER ('77,' 8!M ,' 86Ed.S. )

Vice President, Access and Enrollment Managem ent
CHARLES KING

Senior Vice President, Administration and Finance
NICK LANGRIDGE (' OO , ' 07M)
Vice President, Uni versity Advancement

Three generations of Dukes celebrate the
early action admission of Lacey Eubank
('17), center. At left is her mother, Sally
Hall Snead ('88), and at right is her grandmother Carol Eubank Coburn ('62). The
family bulldog was anxious to get in on
the "Let's Go Dukes" action.

MARK WARNER ('7 9, ' SIM, '85Ed.S. )

Senior Vice President, Student Affairs and
Un iversity Planning

VICE PROVOST
TERESA A . GONZALEZ
Academic Programs

DEANS
RALPH ALBERICO

Libra ries/Edu cati onal Technology
DAVID F. BRAKKE
Scien ce and Mathematics
IRVINE "BUD" CLARKE Ill
Busin,ess interim
LINDA CABE HALPERN

Un iversity Studies
DAVID K . JEFFREY
Arts and Letters
ROBERT KOLVOORD
Integrated Science and Technology , interim
REID LINN
Gradua te Schoo l
SHARON LOVELL (' 85 )
H ealth and Behavioral Studies, interim
GEORGE SPARKS
Visual and Performing Arts
PHILL I P M . WISHON

Edu cation

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS
JAMIE JONES MILLER , (' 99 ) President
LARRY CAUDLE JR. (' 82 ) , President-Elect

CONGRATULATIONS
JOHN HILLIARD!
I was ecstatic to see the JMU
School of Music honor Dr. John
S. Hilliard for his 25 years of
teaching with the special concert performance by students
and professors - "The Music
of John Hilliard: Celebration
Concert" on March 24. Dr.
Hilliard chaired JMU's Contemporary Music Festival for
17 years. His works have been
performed worldwide and at the Kennedy Center and more than 20 U.S . music festivals. I continue to apply the many
lessons I learned from Dr. Hilliard in
my daily life as a composer and educator
in Boston. I appreciated his one-on-one
instruction, but he also taught by example. His profound dedication to music
scholarship alongside his prolific creative
output set a model that I aspire to repeat

for my own students
today. A true musical
peripatetic who is able
to find meaning and
value in music ranging
from shakuhachi improvisations to the hyperspecific notations of Elliott Carter, Dr. Hilliard
engages a panoply of
experience in his roles as
a scholar and composer
and former Fulbright
Scholar-Artist in Hong Kong. As I have
progressed as a musician, my awareness
of the worth of what I learned from Dr.
Hilliard has steadily increased. Even as
he retires this year, I have no doubt that
I will continue to benefit from his teaching when I begin my doctoral studies in
music. Thank you Dr. Hilliard!
WILLIAM KENLON

('09)

Somerville, Mass.

PARENTS C OUNCIL CHAIRS
RICHARD and TINA TURNER ('!OP, ' 13P, ' 16P)
Madi:son is an official publication of JMU and is produced by the
Division of University Advancement for alumni, parents of JMU
students. faculty. staff. and friends of JMU. Editorial office: JMU,
235 Cantrell Ave., MSC 3610, Harrisonburg. VA 22807.

JMU does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national
origin. religion, gender, age, veteran status, political affiliation,
sexual orientation or disability (in compliance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act) with respect to employment or admissions.
or in connection with its programs or activities.

Keep those letters and story ideas coming!
Madison welcomes letters in response to magazine content. The staff reserves
the right to edit for clarity, length and style. Anonymous letters will not be
published. Send to "22807" Madison, 235 Cantrell Ave., MSC 3610, JMU.
Harrisonburg, VA 22807, or email madisonmag@jmu.edu.
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{Editor's Note}

Minds ignited
by leaming
ntive readers of Madison wi ll
tice that much ink is spi lled
n this issue covering the in auguration of J onathan R. Alger,
James Madison University's
sixth pres i dent. I s this an inord i nate
amount of attention paid to what is essentially an administrative transition? Some
may argue yes . Alth ough with the turmoi l
Junior k i nesiology major Paul Roberson ('14) captured this image of the Quad at night.
that often accompanies senior exec u tive
transitions, such a smooth trans itio n is
PICTURE PERFECT
BEST WISHES
news
indeed.
PRESIDENT ALGER!
I wanted to submit this picture of the
Yet, at a time when voices in the public
night-time JMU Q uad for considerPresident Alger: May your presidency
dialogue daily call into question the purpose
be inspirationally successful as you caration in Madison magazine. As a proud
and direction of higher education, the execry out James Madison University's outalumn us, I think this image demonutive responsible for steering an institution
standing reputation for highly personal
strates just how pretty our university
where change is the norm ought to be paid
administrative interaction with students really is. The photo was taken by Paul
much attention. As our society becomes
and faculty and staff members.
Roberson ('14) , a junior kinesiology
ever
more reliant on a knowledge economy
VIRGINIA ALIOTTI ('57, '67M)
major who is concentrating in exercise
populated
by educated and enlightened citi/MU Professor Emerita of French
science. He is from Colonial Beach,
zens to survive, what happens at Madison
Strasburg, Va.
Va., and is a friend of my daughter, Jesin the next few years may become a model
sica Nicole Bowen ('14), a junior nurs..- E D I TOR ' S NOTE: Read more
for the rest of higher education - at least
ing major. Thank You!
well wi shes for President Jonathan R. Alger
if Jon Alger has his way. So you will read
w. DANNY BOWEN JR.
(on Page 32 of this issue). Then, leave your
much in this issue about a new excitement
Roanoke,
Va
.
own special note at www.jmu.edu/
in the Madison community sparked by its
inauguration/your-comments.sht ml
new leadership. Coverage of Madison Week
when President Alger was inaugurated
reveals a positive exuberance rarely captured
in the news lately.
President Jonathan R. Alger's vision of the Engaged
But please make no mistake: While the
University means every member of the Madison
pomp and circumstance make for great
community is connected!
images and headlines in a magazine, these
proceedings were held in celebration of the
teaching and learning that goes on daily
at Madison. For instance on Page 22 read
how art and art history professor Aderonke
Adesanya
and her students are explorReceive special invitations,
ing
diversity
through African dress and
read the latest alumni news
lhl&
Presider
culture.
And
on
Page 26 learn how physand get timely university
continue
Madison
Up~ rec ics and astronomy professor Anca Conupdates. Find out how you
sends,cllck stantin and one of her students are using
can connect to the Madison
a $10,000 Jeffress Memorial Trust grant
community. Your subscription
to identify properties of galaxies that host
to Madison Update is free and
water megamasers suitable for measuring
includes monthly and special
distances from Earth to the galaxies they
editions of the official JMU
SUBSCRIBE now \
reside in .
enewsletter.
While the fireworks on this issue's cover
Subscribe today:
were set off to culminate the Madison Week
News
celebrations this year, let their explosions
symbolize the minds ignited by learning on
the campus illuminated by their fiery trails.

www.jmu.edu/
alumnl/btl

- AN D REW
QUAD PHOTOGRA
PH BY PAU L Commons,
RO BER SO N ( ' 14 )2013
Published
by JMU Scholarly

D . P ERRINE ('86) , executive editor
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Executive Editor
ANDREW D. PERRINE (' 86)

Senior Editor-at-Large
PAM BROCK

Managing Editor
MICHELLE HITE (' 88 )

Art Director
BILL THOMPSON

Communication Co ordin ator
COLLEEN DIXON

]MU Web Managing Editor

On Page 41 Samier Mansur ('07) writes chis issue's essay,
"Lessons with global consequences," on the topic of leveraging
pluralism to meet Bangladesh's national development goals.
His essay also appears in the Spring 2013 issue of Political
Currents, the newsletter for the JMU Department of Political
Science. An international relations major, Mansur is a
research scholar, writer and photographer. He is the founder
and director of the Bangladesh Pluralism Project, which he
initiated to create a more open, inclusive and globally engaged Bangladesh. The
former president of the JMU Muslim Student Association, Mansur also completed
minors in economics and religion.

JAN GILLIS ('0 7, ' ! IP)

Be the Change Coordinator
MARTHA BELL GRAHAM

University and Sports Media Photographers
MICHAEL MIRIELLO ('09M )
KATIE LANDIS
CATHY KUSHNER ('8 7)

University Designers
LYNDA RAMSEY
RINN SIEGRIST
CAROLYN WINDMILLER ('8 1)

Rosemary Girard ('15) is a double major in writing, rhetoric,
and technical communication, and communication studies.
The Arlington, Va., native plans to attend graduate school and
pursue a career in professional writing. A member of the JMU
Honors Program, she studied abroad in Florence, Italy, for a
summer program in May, and says she loves to travel. Some of
her favorite Madison experiences so far include her work as a
Student Ambassador leading tours for prospective students and
serving as a First Year Orientation Guide in 2012.

Editorial and Design In terns
KELSEY DILL (' 13)

Kelly Snow is director of the JMU Annual Fund. She joined
the JMU development staff in 2005 . Throughout her tenure
at Madison, Snow has worn many annual giving hats and her
fundraising career has also focused on children's health and
education. She has worked for the Children's National Medical
Center, the University of Virginia Chi ldren's Hospital and the
Explore More Discovery Museum. Snow earned her bachelor's
degree from Penn State University. She and her husband, John
R. "J.R." Snow Ill ('99, '08M), live in Harrisonburg with their two daughters, Annie and
Olivia, and their black lab, Duke.

Additional Contributors
MARY ANN ALGER
ROY CALVIN BOYD JR. (' 16)
NATE CARDEN
SARAH DAVIS (' 13)
DAVID DRIVER
DIANE ELLIOTT ('00)
MEGHAN FRAWLEY ('13)
KELLEY FREUND ('07)
BILL GENTRY
DAN GORIN ('11)
ERIC GORTON ('86 , '09M )
CAROL HAMILTON ('97M)
GRIFFIN HARRINGTON ('15)
JIM HEFFERNAN ('96)
JAMES HONG (' 13)
JAMES IRWIN ( '06)
KATHY LAM
MEAGHAN MACDONALD ('13 )
CAITLIN MCAVOY (' 15)
JAMIE JONES MILLER ('99)
KAITLYN PAONESSA (' 15)
PAUL ROBERSON ('14)
STEPHANIE SKAGGS ('14)
KELLY SWEET ('84)
BECKY SULLIVAN
ASHLEY SWARTZ
DAVID TAYLOR (' 85 )
AARON WATSON PHOTOGRAPHY
ED WOLFSTEIN

JMU University Marketing Photography and Videography Department staff members
and students captured image and video content of more than 40 events throughout
Madison Week 2013, including the inauguration of President Jonathan R. Alger.
University Photographer Mike Miriello's ('09M) team is assistant Katie Landis, and
students, Michael Carafa ('13), Rachel Lam ('14) and Jeffrey Thelin ('15) . Video
Producer Chris Meyers' ('11) team includes assistant Justin Roth and students Jake
Williams ('14) and Riley Hanlon ('14).

Contributing Offices
Offices of Alumni, Be the Change, Public Affairs,
Sports Media Relations, Marketing Photography and
Videography Departments
For address updates, email:
advancementgr@jmu.edu or call (540) 568-2821
Contact the Madison staff:
www.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine
Email: madisonmag@jmu.edu
Voice: (540) 568-2664
Madison Magazine, MSC 3610,
James Madison University,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

"

"-u--'
~~~

JMU photographers
and videographers,
standing (1-r): are
Mike Miriello ('09M),
Katie Landis,
Justin Roth, Chris
Meyers ('11) and
Jake Williams ('14).
Kneeling are Rachel
Lam ('14), Jeffrey
Thelin ('15), Michael
Carafa ('13) and
Riley Hanlon ('14).

MIX
Paper from

responsible sources

FSC- C101792
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MAKE YOUR

Join the

GIFT BEFORE

JUNE 1,2013
Increase the impact of your gift
-give by June 1 and the JMU
Alumni Association will match* it!
*

The JMU Alumn; Association will match gifts to the Madison ForeYerV~n
Fund at 50 percent up to a total of $100,000.

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013
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Jonathan R. Alger
is ready to make
JMU the national
model of the
Engaged University
BY MICHELLE HITE ('88) AND MARTHA BELL GRAHAM

James Madison University has stayed true to its character and its
lenges of our society and our world."
Alger began his presidency on July 1, 2012, and on March
mission to educate and enlighten students in spite of a remarkable
10-15 the university community celebrated his vision with a full
transformation from a small women's teachers college to a major
week of events. The weeks' events brought together students,
university. ¥et, through 105 years of cherished traditions, the
alumni, faculty and staff members, JMU Board of Visitors, comMadison community has embraced positive change as fundamenmunity leaders and numerous friends of the
tal to the university's character of engageuniversity.
ment, students-first philosophy, culture of
The JMU Alumni Association kicked off
service, and civic-minded, quality academics.
the historic week with the announcement of
On March 15 the JMU community
a $100,000 matching gift to the university.
inaugurated a new leader with a vision for
JMU Alumni Association President Jamie
an even greater level of engagement. Jonathan R. Alger became the sixth president of
Jones Miller ('99) told the Madison comJames Madison University, commemorating
munity that the alumni association will
invest up to $100,000 into the Madison
the beginning of a bold new era.
Alger says it's time to "dream big and
Forever Vision Fund.
"This gift will allow the alumni association
create the national model of the Engaged
Students walk across the Quad in this
to match every two dollars given to the fund
University- a place where knowledge,
1917 photo featuring Spotswood Hall,
creativity and critical thinking skills are put the third residence hall built during the
with one dollar from the alumni association
to use addressing the most pressing cha!- up to a maximum of$100,000," she said.
Burruss administration.
8
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FIREWORKS PHOTOGRAPH BY MIKE MIRIELLO (' 09M );
SPOTSWOOD HALL COURTESY OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
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March10
JMU Alumni Association
President Jamie Jones
MIiier ('99) kicked off Inauguration Week with the
announcement of the alumni
association's $100,000
matching gift to the Madison Forever Vision Fund.

March11
"The alumni association challenges each and every alum to
join us in this commitment."
Madison Week 2013
featured lectures on fourth
President James Madison, the
man the university honors for
his contributions to the crafting of the U.S . Constitution
and for legislative leadership
to Virginia and the United
States of America. The week
also included a public lecture
about Dolley Madison.
Throughout Madison Week
2013 alumni, professors, students and friends shared in an
ice cream social, campus tours, a
panel discussion on ethical reasoning, a faculty roundtable, a
community day of service, Madison Fest, a bus trip to Montpelier, and a Presidential walk
from the Quad to Court Square
where Alger gave the "keys to
]MU" to Harrisonburg's mayor
and the Rockingham Country
Board of Supervisors. ffi

....

I

(Above): Meg Mulrooney (OEP,
history and University Studies) and Chaz Evans-Haywood
(Clerk of the Circuit Court
Harrisonburg-Rockingham
County) speak at the Citizenship Forum. (Right): JMU freshman Erin Hodi ('16) and faculty member Judy Cohen offer their perspectives at the Citizenship
Forum, where JMU and local community members discussed higher education's responsibility in
producing educated and enlightening citizens.

·, ~ JMU faculty and staff members
write messages of greeting
and warm wishes for President
....,.:Jonathan R. Alger on a ceremonial scroll. (Below) Faculty and
staff members presented the
Alger family witll apark-bench
to be placed in the Edith J. Car·
rier Arboretum to honor and
welcome the Algers to JMU.

* Learn more about President
Alger, read his inauguration
speech and see videos and
photos of Madison Week 2013
events at wwwJmu.edu/
president

Published
by. JMU
2013 BY MIKE MIRIELLO (" 09M );
MILLER
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AN D SCRO LLCommons,
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ICE CREAM SOC I AL BY RAC HEL LAM ("14); CITIZENS FORUM BY MICHAEL CARAFA (' 13 )
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JMU students and faculty
and staff members gave
of their time and talents to
numerous area organizations
during Inauguration Week's
day of commun ity service.

'Many universities
talk about public
service.
JMU does it.'

...i

- JONATHAN R. ALGER

presiden t, James M adison University

Holly Shulman, editor of the
Dolley Madison Digital Edition
at the University of Virginia,
examines Dolley Madison's life
and legacy and talks about how
Mrs. Madison defined the role of
first lady. More than 100 faculty,
students and friends attended
Shulman's public lecture.

10
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JMU professors (l·r) Kevin
Hardwick (history), Howard
Lubert (political science),
William Hawk (philosophy
and religion) and moderator
Rebecca Brannon (history)
discuss the fourth president
in the Faculty Roundtable:
"The Political Thought of
President James Madison."

12
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JMU faculty members
Bruce Brunton (economics), Pam Johnson (theater), Matt
Rebhorn
(English)
and David
OwusuAnsah
(history)
offer interdisciplinary expertise in the
Faculty Rou ndtable: "The
Madisons' World." The
discussion focused on the
economy, literature and
dress of the era.

JMU employees' and students' volunteer projects include
work at Mercy House, Generations Crossing and Meals on
Wheels. Students and staffers also joined staff at Second
Home to make cards for soldiers in Afghanistan and decorated picture frames for Big Brothers/Big Sisters.

Professor Emeritus of
Communication Rex Fuller
welcomes facult y emeriti
to the
Faculty
Emeriti
reception.
Fuller is
president
of the JMU
Faculty
Emeriti
Association and t he former chair of the School of
Communications Studies.

Ill•

i

David Waldstreicher, a
professor in t he Temple
University Departm ent of
History,
speaks
about
Pres ident
James
Madison's
pivot al
role in
framing
th e Constitution and the
dilemmas posed by the
institution of slavery.

(Above): More than 300 students, professors and staff members enjoy Colonial Tea Time during Madison Week. (Right): Former JMU professors enjoy a reception in their honor at Carrier
Library. The JMU Faculty Emeriti Association sponsors social events throughout the year like
a trip to the Dale Chihuly exhibit at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
DAY by
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The annual JMU Stewardship Luncheon brings
together donors and the recipients of their
scholarships. (Left): "My family is forever grateful to Jim and Julie Riley ('99P,
'OSP) for this life-changing donation. We cannot express how much this means.
It's a contribution to my future," says Centennial Scholar Mya Lee ('16). (Above):
President Jonathan R. Alger tells participants, " Our main message from this
Stewardship Luncheon is gratitude. Thanks for giving our students and faculty
opportunities to participate in the Madison Experience we all cherish."

1

@)

(Left): Furious Flower
Poetry Center Executive Director and English Professor Joanne
Gabbin talks with Rex
Fuller, professor emeritus of communication
and president of the
JMU Faculty Emeriti
Association.

Curtis R. Carlson, president and CEO
of SRI International, discusses the
climate of innovation in America, SRl's
innovation strategies and the company's successful partnership with JMU.

(Above): Lois Cardarella Forbes ('64) chats with alumni
at the Purple and Gold Reception. Forbes and husband,
Bruce, helped fund the Forbes Center for the Performing
Arts and donated two James Madison statues to JMU.

Clad in their purple and gold best, JMU
students party at the Inaugural Ball to
cap off Madison Week.
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1March
Mary Ann Alger and daughter,
Eleanor, join in the inauguration
ceremony of Jonathan R. Alger
in the Convocation Center. "As
only the sixth president to be
installed as president in the 105·
year history of
James Madison University,
I am especially
grateful to
those who
have come
before me
and opened
the doors of
opportunity
for future generations," Alger said during his
inaugural address.

Former JMU Presidents Ronald E. Carrier and
Linwood H. Rose watch Madison's sixth president, Jonathan R. Alger, as he is inaugurated.
(Right): The Algers' daughter, Eleanor, is part
of the Shenandoah Children's Choir that performed at the inauguration celebration.

Learn

JMU President Jonathan R. Alger and
JMU students participate in the 262nd
birthday of the Father of the Constitution. The celebration at Madison's
home, Montpelier, included a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Madison in their home and
a wreath presentation ceremony.
Learn more about the Montpelier/JMU
academic partnership on Page 18.

/ Commons,
Published
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2013
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~more

about JMU's
sixth president
Jonathan R Alger,
and his vision for
JMU, beginning
on Page 28. Also
read a feature
about Mary Ann
Alger on Page 38.
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160

~s / teJ::c;or;:~~e:i:tory, Jonathan R. Alger
announced his first
major initiative as the
Madison Future Commission. More than 160
faculty and staff members, students, former
faculty members, alumni, former JMU Board
of Visitors members, and community friends
comprise the commission, which is working
on JMU's new strategic plan. (Read more on
Page 16.)
President Jonathan R. Alger directs members
of the Madison Future Commission, who are
working on JMU's new strategic plan.

JMU Na.J:ion!

Are you connected to the Madison community? Sign up for the JMU Be the Change blog and get in on the conversation s
- jmubethechange.wordpress.com. On Feb. 11, 2013, Be the Change blogger
Martha Graham shared the "Top 10 reasons to pick JMU." With 14,300-plus
views, it is the most-viewed post in the Be the Change blog's history.

I

You'll earn a degree of substance and significance that will mean
much more in practice than it ever will mean on paper. Madison has always
charted its own path and never believed that the status quo or the experience
of another university is what works best
for us. In fact, Madison offers exceptional
opportunities to students - from athletics
and leadership to dazzling arts and undergraduate research. Many opportunities here
simply aren't available at other schools.

2
3
4

JMU is a fun place to go to
college. Students love it here. In
fact, more than 90 percent of freshmen come back for their sophomore year.
Harrisonburg has a little bit of everything: beautiful mountains (for
climbing, biking, skiing), a lively downtown, great food (Ethiopian, Asian, Greek,
Cuban, and more), convenience (everything is close to campus), and shopping.

JMU students are ambitious but not obsessed. The typical JMU student wants to wring every drop out of the college experience. Many pursue
two and three majors. They also devote their time and talent to worthy campus and community organizations. Few students spend four years only studying. They
work hard, don't misunderstand me, but they look at life in balance, a philosophy promoted by the university. At JMU, it's about the whole person.

14
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JMU is among the top producers of U.S. Fulbright Scholars
according to the 0cc. 29, 2012,
issue of The Chronicle ofHigher
Education. With two current Fulbright
professors, JMU made
the Chronicle's list of
top-producing master's
inscicucions. Anthony
T ongen, professor of
mathematics and staciscics, and Sang Yoon,
professor of art, design
and art history, are
teaching in Mexico and
South Korea, respectively. The pair joins 19
previous JMU Fulbright
faculty members.

2·13 60

•
Every 10 years JMU must
~ reaffirm its accreditation with the
. . Southern Association of Schools.
•
A.s part of the process, JMU
muse prepare a Quality Enhancement
Program, JMU's QEP is the "Madison
Collaborative: Ethical Reasoning in
Action," and the mission is to prepare
enlightened citizens who apply ethical
reasoning in their personal, professional
and civic lives, Ac the core of the effort
are eight key questions that students can
ask to discover what ethical issues exist
beneath the surface of any situation.
View JMU's QEP video at wwwJmu.edu/qep

*

5

It could change your way of looking
at the world - literally. JMU is one of the
top master's-level universities in the nation for
the number of students who study abroad. Almost all
of these students returned "home" to JMU changed
in some way. It is an enlightening experience to step
out from the comfort of the familiar and venture into
another world that is exotic, often challenging, but
always interesting.

6

At JMU students are people, not numbers. The student teacher ratio at JMU is 16:1.
At an institution of higher education with an
enrollment around 20,000, that's remarkable. Teaching matters here. It's not an ancillary activity that
professors endure so they can do their research. Over
and over students share stories about their lives being
changed by diligent and dedicated professors, who
generously give of their time. A top piece of advice
that new grads almost always offer to freshmen is
this: "Get to know your professors."

7

You've got a great shot at landing a
good job.'There's a very practical bent at
JMU. School of Media Arts and Design students
report that their professors regularly remind them that
they are teaching them for jobs that don't yet exist.
JMU's determination to respond to the marketplace
sets it apart. The combination of a liberal arts-focused
college with a penchant for understanding the reality
of landing a job is priceless.

TONGEN PHOTOGRAPH BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00); YOON BY MIKE MIRIELLO ( ' 09M); WON BY NATE CARDEN;
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013
FLORENCE BY LIT LU I/THINK STOC K; CAREER FAIR BY RACHEL LAM ('14)

~:i~;eer
•
•
Won ('15)
of Springfield, Va., was selected to participate in the 2013 NCAA Swimming
and Diving Championships, She
qualified in the
100-yard breaststroke and is listed
as an optional
entry in che 200yard breaststroke, Won competed in the
NCAA championship on March 21-23.
She established a new JMU record in
the 100, timing a 1:00.29 to finish second, Her time of2:13.60 in the 200 is a
career-best and is the second-fastest time
in JMU history.

8

You can make it through in
four years if you work and plan
well. JMU has one of the highest
four-year graduation rates in the nation.
And you can change your major if you wish.
JMU offers 71 undergraduates degrees. The
programs are strong and many are nationally ranked.

9

JMU turns out citizens. There's
more to life than education; and
there's more to education than academics. Eventually, all students graduate and
what they do with the rest of their lives is
important. That is key at JMU, so from day
one professors cultivate the habit of thinking big, thinking broadly, and thinking how
one person, one group, one JMU class can
change the world. We'll challenge you to do
that - to start a meaningful life right here.

IO

JMU has a spirit like none
other. It's an extraordinarily
open and friendly campus. If
there's one stat to remember, this is it: 97
percent of students give JMU high marks.
You should keep that in mind when making
this all-important decision. And if you are, by
chance, leaning elsewhere, you can always
change your mind.
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Warner adds, "President Alger's
listening tour plan is brilliant. It
has helped shape and craft what the
final strategic plan will look like."
The Madison Future Commission is tasked with creating a plan
that aligns the university's core
qualities , objectives and action
steps ro support JMU's mission
and vision. The strategic plan will
directly further the mission and
vision, represent a spirit of fearless
innovation,
be the work of the
Madison Future Commission is shaping ]MU's strategic plan for 2014-2020
Madison
community
and align
BY KELLEY FREUND ('07)
all university planning. Warner
describes the commission's work
hen Jonathan R. Alger accepted the presidency as the most sweeping and intensive strategic planning process
of James Madison University, he did so with since the Centennial Commission in 1998.
a specific vision in mind - make JMU the
"We are creating something new," adds Warner. "It was a connational model of an Engaged University. "The tinuation with Dr. Carrier and Dr. Rose, but this is really a new
excellent leadership ofJMU' s former presidents, era to create, to start from scratch, and that's really exciting."
decades of thoughtful and dedicated work by faculty and staff
The Madison Future Commission includes the university
members, and achievements of students and graduates year after planning team, two preparation teams, a town hall planning team
year have brought us to a point from which the university can and five committees. Members of the prep teams established
now enter into a new phase of greater accomplishment," he says. groundwork and a foundation for the work of the five commitNot long after joining the Madison community President tees. The Internal Analysis prep team studied JMU's vision, valAlger embarked on the "Why Madison?" Presidential Listening ues and internal concepts related to the university's future. The
Tour to ask alumni, students, faculty and staff members, commu- Environmental Scan prep team researched external concerns
nity members, parents and friends of JMU the question, "Why related to the university's future. The two prep teams submitted
Madison?" Alger listened intently and is using the feedback to their final reports on Feb. 15. Town hall meetings began in Febhelp shape the university's strategic plan for 2014-2020.
ruary and run through April.
In addition to the listening tour President Alger also
The Madison Future Commission's five committees are
announced the formation of the Madison Future Commission focused on academics, faculty and staff success, fundraising,
- a group of 160 faculty and staff members, students, former resources, and student life and success. Part of each committee
faculty members , alumni, member's job is to listen to colleagues and constituents and to
former JMU Board of Visi- inform others of the strategic planning process. Each committors members and local com- tee's final report is due to the president by Sept. 3. The strategic
munity members who are plan's objectives and action steps will be developed by deans,
working to shape JMU's new associate vice presidents, academic unit heads, and directors by
strategic plan . Why so many Jan. 31, 2014.
"Everyone in the Madison community has a grand opportupeople? According to Mark
Warner, senior vice president nity to help shape what our university looks like," says Warner.
of student affairs and univer- "We really value feedback and encourage everyone on campus
sity planning, this way the and in the JMU community to visit the website and offer ideas
process is "created and owned and feedback. Everyone has a voice in helping decide what Madiffi
by the entire community. son is going to be for future generations."
It wouldn't be meaningful
- MARK WARNER, senior vice
Learn more at about the Madison Futures Commission and
unless there was a broad range
president ofstudent affairs and
university planning
offer feedback at www.jmu.edu/madisonfuture
of constituents giving input."

W

'Everyone in
the Madison
community
has a grand
opportunity to
help shape what
our university
looks like.'

*
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JMU Facebook administrators shared this lnstagram
photo from JMUSports.com when JMU Presidents
Ronald Carrier, Linwood Rose and Jon Alger traveled
to Ohio to cheer on the Dukes against LIU-Brooklyn.
The trio brought the Dukes good luck in a 68-55 win in
the first round of the NCAA tournament.
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'Everyone in
the Madison
community
has a grand
opportunity to
help shape what
our university
looks like.'
senior vice
president ofstudent affairs and
university planning

- MARK WARNER,

working to shape JMD' s new
strategic plan. Why so many
people? According to Mark
Warner, senior vice president
of student affairs and university planning, this way the
process is "created and owned
by the entire community.
It wouldn ' t be meaningful
unless there was a broad range
of constituents giving input."

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
16
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associate vice pres1 ents, academic umt ea s, an
Jan. 31, 2014.
"Everyone in the Madison community has a grand opportunity to help shape what our university looks like," says Warner.
"We really value feedback and encourage everyone on campus
and in the JMU community to visit the website and offer ideas
and feedback. Everyone has a voice in helping decide what Madison is going to be for future generations."
ffl

* Learn more at about the Madison Futures Commission and
offer feedback at www.jmu.edu/madisonfuture
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JMU Facebook administrators shared this lnstagram
photo from JMUSports.com when JMU Presidents
Ronald Carrier, Linwood Rose and Jon Alger traveled
to Ohio to cheer on the Dukes against LIU-Brooklyn.
The trio brought the Dukes good luck in a 68-55 win in
the first round of the NCAA tournament.
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working to shape JMCT's new
strategic plan. Why so many
people? According to Mark
Warner, senior vice president
of student affairs and university planning, this way the
process is "created and owned
by the entire community.
It wouldn ' t be m ean ingful
unless there was a broad range
of constituents giving input."
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Jan. 31, 2014.
"Everyone in the Madison community has a grand opportunity to help shape what our university looks like," says Warner.
"We really value feedback and encourage everyone on campus
and in the JMU community to visit the website and offer ideas
and feedback. Everyone has a voice in helping decide what M adiffl
son is going to be for future generations."

* Learn more at about the Madison Futures Commission and
offer feedback at www.jmu.edu/madisonfuture
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Gel connected

JMU has more than 41,500 Facebook likes,
15,600 Twitter followers, 11,800 Linkedin members
and more than 295,500 YouTube channel views.

* JMU's front door: www.jmu.edu
* Alumni: www.jmu.edu/alumni
* T he Be the Change blog: http://
jmubethechange.wordpress.com

* The Newsroom and JMU Public
Affairs: www.jmu.edu/news

* JMU's latest videos: www.youtube.
com/DukeDogTV

E·NEWSLETTERS

* Madison Update and the JMU
Online Community: www.jmu.edu/
alumni/publications

* The Family Connection for JMU
parents: www.Jmu.edu/parents/
Parent_Communication.shtml

TELEVISION

* W VPT: Students intern at the PBS
affiliate for central Virginia, Shenandoah
Valley and northeastern West Virginia,
(540) 434-5391: www.wvpt.net

RADIO

* www.wxjm.org: FM 88.7 Student
programming, news, talk and music

Are you plugged in?
Be the Change
*www.facebook.com/jamesmadisonuniversity What advice do you have for JM U stu* www.twitter.com/JMU

VISIT
JMU

VIA:

*www.youtube.com/DukeDogTV
*www.linkedin.com (search JMU Alumni
Association under "groups")

* http://jmubethechange.wordpress.com
* http://foursquare.com/jmu

dents? How can th ey make a d ifference
in your part of the world? H ow are you
m aking a difference? Get in on the conversation and sh are your Be the Ch ange
stories. Did you see the top viewed Be the
Change blog post on Feb. 11? Read it in
By the N umbers on Page 14, then log on
and chime in. * http://jmubethechange.
word press.com

Facebook.com/
jamesmadisonuniversily

JMU Facebook administrators shared this lnstagram
photo from JMUSports.com when JMU Presidents
Ronald Carrier, Linwood Rose and Jon Alger traveled
to Ohio to cheer on the Dukes against LIU-Brooklyn.
The trio brought the Dukes good luck in a 68-55 win in
the first round of the NCAA tournament.
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[Furious Flower]
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JMU Furious Flower honors Toni Morrison
n one of his first acts as president,
Jonathan Alger joined honored
guest Maya Angelou and presented a lifetime achievement
award to Toni Morrison in front
of thousands at Virginia Tech's
Pamplin Hall.
The award ceremony was a collaboration between JMU Furious Flower Center Director Joanne Gabbin and Virginia
Tech poet Nikki Giovanni.
India Arie, Sonia Sanchez, Jericho
Brown and Rita Dove were among the
other literary and musical guests who
presented and performed at the October
tribute, "Sheer Good Fortune."
Alger's remarks described Morrison's
and Angelou's contributions to literature
and the significance today of writing and
the arts. "Great writing touches the soul
and helps us to see and experience the
world in new ways."
Gabbin and Furious Flower are known
for large-scale poetry events, the most
recent being a collaboration with Giovanni
- the "73 Poems for 73 Years" - a 2010
memorial tribute to Lucille Clifton. The
obvious absence of the guest of honor,
however, was something neither Gabbin
nor Giovanni could shake off. "We said

it was a shame that Lucille was not here
to know how people read and owned her
work," Gabbin recalls. "Nikki said 'we
should do one for a living writer so she can
be in the audience and experience it."'
Thus "Sheer Good Fortune" was born,
with hopes to bring a voice to the arts
around the country. Gabbin followed up
by producing a "Sheer Good Fortune"
documentary DVD and a commemorative booklet highlighting Morrison's

BY MEAGHAN MacDONALD ('13)

work. "The program was one day," Gabbin says. "Now it will last."
Gabbin is now planning the third
epic event in her signature poetry conference series. "Furious Flower: Seeding
the Future of African American Poetry"
is slated for Sept. 23-27, 2014, and will
honor Rita Dove. The poetry conference
will focus on the impact of the newer
generation of African-American poets. ffi

* Learn more at www.jmu.edu/furiousffower

Renewing the Madison and Montpelier partnership BY JIM HEFFERNAN (' 96)

J

MU has an important ally in its
goal to bring more attention to the
life and legacy of fourth President
James Madison.
Katherine L. "Kat" Imhoff is
the new president and chief executive officer of the Montpelier Foundation, which
manages the 2,650-acre Madison family
estate in Orange County. Imhoff returns
to Virginia after a successful five-year tenure as state director of the Nature Conservancy in Montana. She previously served
as chief operating officer and vice president of the Thomas Jefferson Foundation
at Monticello, executive director of the
Preservation Alliance of Virginia and chair
of the Virginia Outdoors Foundation.
She says she is inspired by the intellectual legacy of James Madison, which is
brought to life in the mansion, gardens and
grounds at Montpelier, and in new JMU
president Jonathan R. Alger she has found

JMU President Jonathan R. Alger and
Montpelier Foundation President Kat
Imhoff say they want to deepen the JMU/
Montpelier partnership at all levels academically, socially and historically.
"Our hope is that every JMU student,
before they graduate, has a chance to be
with us," Imhoff says.

"a legal scholar with a deep appreciation of
the impact ofJames Madison on our government and our constitutionalism."

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
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JMU's relationship with Montpelier began more than 25 years ago when
Clarence Geier, professor of archaeology,
arranged an archaeology field school on
site. Students and faculty members have
been participating in digs there ever since.
During his remarks at Montpelier on
the 262nd anniversary of James Madison's birth, Alger announced that faculty at JMU and Montpelier are working
together to create a course abo ut James
Madison's ideas. The course will include
online and in-person instruction and visits to the estate. JMU will also honor the
memory ofJames Madison's wife Dolley,
herself an intellectual and social force ,
through a new initiative called Women
for M adison that will celebrate the viral
role women play in leading and cultivatm
ing a culture of philanthropy.

* Learn more about Montpelier at
www.montpelier.org.
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Professor puts rational
thinking to the test
BY JIM HEFFERNAN ('96)

bat and a ball cost $1.10. The bat costs $1 more
than the ball. How much does the ball cost?
Many people will answer quickly and confidently: 10 cents. But that's wrong. If the ball
costs 10 cents, the bat would then have to cost
$1.10, for total of $1.20. The correct answer is
5 cents (and $1.05 for the bat).
Rational thinking profits from this type of information processing according to Richard F. West, JMU professor emeritus of
graduate psychology.
The John Templeton Foundation has awarded West and his
longtime research partner, Keith E. Stanovich, a $1 million grant
to develop an assessment of rational thinking. The funding runs
through 2015.
"We've been working toward a test of rational thinking for
more than 15 years, but it has been a piecemeal effort and something we have had to juggle along with other projects in research
and teaching and consulting activities," says Stanovich, a professor at the University of Toronto. "We have already collected an
enormous amount of data relevant to the project, but much of
this data has been lying unanalyzed. Now we will have time to
look into data sets that we have been collecting for a decade."
West and Stanovich's career-defining collaboration began as
idle conversation between fellow graduate students at the University of Michigan. "We found ourselves spending free time engaging in this sort of nerdy gossip, which centered around questions
of rationality and how people, even very bright people, would
sometimes make poor decisions," recalls West.
Human cognition is characterized by two types of processing. Type 1, whether innate or acquired through extensive
practice, is autonomous - looking both ways before crossing the street, for example - and can be executed at the same
time as other higher levels of processing. Type 2 requires conscious mental effort. Although either type of processing may
underlie decisions that are rational, many of the most important individual differences in rational thinking involve problems with Type 2 processing.
Traditional philosophy equates rational thinking with logic,
but most cognitive scientists consider rational thinking in terms
of how well our beliefs map onto the real world and whether our
decisions help us fulfill our goals - in essence, "what is true"
and "what to do," respectively. "If you think in a way that brings
you closer to a true understanding of the world and helps you get
what you want, that's rational," West says.
Yet humans are often highly susceptible to cognitive illusions and thinking biases that can hinder good judgment and
decision-making, West adds. These biases have been linked to
everything from Ponzi schemes to medical error.
In addition to being cognitive misers, many people simply
lack the knowledge and strategies needed to think rationally in
certain situations - what psychologists have termed "mindware
gaps." Others, when choosing between two similar options,
tend to rely on the personal testimony of an individual or small
PHOTOG
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Richard West, professor emeritus of graduate
psychology, and his research partner, Keith
Stanovich, have spent more than 15 years
studying rationality and how people, even very
bright people, sometimes make poor decisions.

group over a larger sample that may include extensive research
and expert opinion.
We may assume that intelligence and rationality go hand in
hand. But even smart people do foolish things. According to Stanovich, author of the 2009 book What Intelligence Tests M iss, IQ
tests are very good at measuring certain mental faculties, but they
ofren fall short in their assessment of an individual's ability to
think rationally or override cognitive biases. In fact, numerous
studies by West and Stanovich have shown that so-called intelligent people may be no less susceptible to many of these pitfalls
than those with lower IQs.
West believes that humans need to be good rational thinkers
to be able to navigate an increasingly complex world. Granted,
our culture has developed tools, such as statistics and probability,
to help govern decision-making. But most people are not natural
statisticians, he says.
And that's where a rational thinking test like the one W est
and Stanovich are working on can help. "If you're going to train
people to become more rational thinkers, you' re going to need
ways to assess whether your efforts are successful," W est says. ffl

* Ready for a pop quiz on rational thinking? Learn more at

www.jmu.edu/ stories/2013/02-11-rational-thinking-test.shtml.
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Seniors, freshmen shine in men's basketball postseason glory

E

ight busloads of students and thousands of others from the "JMU Nation" turned the Richmond
Coliseum into a sea of purple on March 11. They
had come to witness Madison's first men's basketball conference championship in 19 years, and the
Dukes responded by rocketing to a 22-point first-half lead
over top-seeded Northeastern and cruising to the historic
70-57 victory. The championship clinched JMU's first trip to
the NCAA Tournament since 1994.
"There's tremendous school spirit here. It's really unlike
anything I've seen," JMU Coach Matt Brady told an ESPN
reporter after the win.
Brady's talented, but perennially injury-prone squad ended
Madison's title drought largely due to fifth-year seniors A.J.
Davis, Devon Moore and Rayshawn Goins. Davis ('13) scored
a championship game-high 26 points on his way to being
named the tournament's Most Outstanding Player.
The win ignited nationwide interest in the Dukes, and
when JMU took the floor in the NCAA Tournament, dozens
of game-watching parties had sprung up across the country.
This time, the Dukes' talented corp of freshmen were on point
for Madison's first NCAA tournament victory in 30 seasons.
In a game-changing three-minute period in JMU's openinground contest against LIU-Brooklyn, freshman Andre Nation
scored four points, grabbed three rebounds, blocked a shot
and dished out an assist. Nation scored 14 points and added

seven rebounds, four assists and a careerhigh five blocks in the 68-55 win. Fellow freshman Charles Cook ('16) added 15, while Davis
chipped in a team-high 20.
JMU's run ended two days later in an 83-62
loss to top-seeded Indiana University, but the
2012-13 Dukes had clearly put Madison basm
ketball back on the map.

JMU Nation cheers
on the Dukes over
LIU-Brooklyn in
the first round of
the NCAA Men's
Division I Basketball
Tournament March
20 at Dayton, Ohio.
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Future bright after women make eighth straight postseason run

0

n Dec. 17, with his team off to its slowest start
(3-6) in years, JMU women's basketball coach
Kenny Brooks ('92) received what seemed like
the worst possible news. Senior captain and
2012 Colonial Athletic Association Defensive
Player of the Year Nikki Newman ('13) was out for the season
with a broken foot.
An eighth straight 20-win season and trip to postseason
play seemed nearly impossible.
"We had to reinvent ourselves," Brooks remembers. "But we
didn't panic." And with the emergence of senior Tarik Hislop
('13) and junior Kirby Burkholder ('14) as first-team All-CAA
performers and lineup that included freshmen Precious Hall
('16), the CAA Rookie of the Year, and Jazmon Gwathmey
('16), a CAA All-Rookie Team player, the "reinvented" Dukes
went 18-3 over the remainder of the regular season, posting
21 regular-season wins and finishing second in the CAA.
After a loss in the CAA tournament semifinals, Madison
accepted its eighth straight postseason bid - to the Women's
National Invitation Tournament. JMU, which advanced to the
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WNIT final in 2012, was poised to make another run in 2013,
dispatching North Carolina A&T, North Carolina State and
Fordham before falling to Florida, 85-80, in a hotly contested
"Elite Eight" game at the JMU Convocation Center.
Hislop finished her brilliant
career with 1,847 points, third
best in JMU history, and the
Dukes ended the year with a
record of 25-11. Next season,
Newman will return to join
the youthful core of the team.
Brooks can hardly wait. "The
sky's the limit for next year's
team," he says.
ffl
Eleventh-year head coach
Kenny Brooks ('92) collects his
250th win during JMU's WNIT
run. (Below): The Dukes defeat
N.C. State 72-66 at the Convo in
the second round.
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[Aderonke Adesanya]

The beauty in diversity
Students' hands-on exhibit work offers window into cultural diversity
BY KELLEY FREUN D ('07)

P

rofessor of Art and Art History Aderonke Adesanya was eager to give her students opportunities
to explore the diverse traditions found in African
dress and culture - she just needed the resources
to bring her idea to life.
That's where JMU's Innovative Diversity Efforts
Award program provided her both resources and a platform
to give students hands-on learning opportunities in cultural
diversity. JMU IDEA grants provide funds to students, professors and staff members who want to enrich the diversity of
campus. Adesanya's idea? To have her ARTH 491 Exhibition
Seminar students assist her in creating the exhibition Dress and
Identity in African Cultures. Adesanya applied for, and won, an
IDEA grant. "This grant was the launch pad," she says. "It was
pivotal to what we did."
The $4,000 grant may have been a launch pad, but the work
was not done. More funding was needed. Adesanya sent proposals
to the JMU Office oflnternational Programs and the Center for
Faculty Innovation. Various other units contributed, and enough
money was eventually raised to fund the exhibit. Then it became a
question of what resources were on hand for the project. Adesanya
had to take into account what JMU had available and what needed
to be brought in. She made numerous trips to request items from
donors - not just the display pieces for the exhibit, but also essential items like mannequins. She traveled Washington, D.C., Austin, Texas, and Baltimore to obtain items from an African textiles
collector and to request other relevant resources.
The subject of the class, and the exhibit, was very important
to Adesanya. She wanted people to see firsthand how rich and
diverse traditions of Africa are reflected in their dress forms.
There are major regional differences in Africa's dress traditions: dress is used as a reflection of religion, sexuality, gender and leadership as well as an index of transition. Students
sought to determine what constitutes dress in Africa, how it
embodies identity and the types of identities signified by African dress. Their task led to an integrated approach incorporating discussions, digital storytelling, writing assignments and
creating the exhibition as the concluding event of the class.
"We surveyed the continent, taking samples from all four
compass points," says Adesanya. "We conducted class exercises
and carried out research on some of the traditions. These cul-
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But there was another reward - Adesanya
feels the experience was very insightful for her
students.
"They saw people (not only Africans) and
identities as onions that you keep peeling
to reveal yet another layer. Through their
individual studies and group collaborations, students acquired new skills, and
took great strides in increasing their
awareness of and care for other cultures.
They have also promoted the diversity culture of JMU. At JMU there is
a growing effort to nurture diverse
traditions and welcome students of
different cultures. JMU has that
spirit of multiculturalism." ffi
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BRIGHTLIGHTS
[Alison Stephen ('99)]

Biology major draws on her art studies
to beautify the bioscience building
BY JAMES HONG ('13) WITH ERIC GORTON ('86, '09M)

lison Stephen ('99)
exhibited a keen interest in - and a natural
talent for - drawing at
an early age, so her decision to major in biology
at JMU came as a bit of a surprise to her
family and friends.
"As an idealistic 17-year-old, I entered
JMU as a pre-med biology major with
the plan of doing something good for the
world," says Stephen, who also minored
in art. "I dropped pre-med pretty
quickly, but I still really enjoyed the biology classes, plant studies and research. I
did some scientific illustration as well,
so the combination of art and science
seemed like a natural one."
One of Stephen's student projects
involved cloning and sequencing the
DNA of a flowering plant called Arabidopsis thaliana. Little did she know
then how significant that student project
would become in her and JMU's future.
Following graduation, Stephen pursued a
career in art, and in 2004 she earned a
master's degree in fine arts from Savannah College of Art and Design.
When her former professor asked her
to draw a three-story mural for JMU's
new bioscience building she was both
flattered and unnerved. "I had never created a billboard-sized illustration before,"
Stephen recalls.
JMU biology professor Jonathan Monroe immediately thought of Stephen
when architects proposed a mural for the
wall spanning three floors of the south
end of the bioscience building. Stephen
currently works in administration at the
School of Visual Arts in New York City
and also does freelance illustrations,
mostly for magazine and newspapers.
The process of creating the mural took
about six months, starting in December
2011. Once a decision was made to create
a mural featuring the DNA from the Arabidopsis thaliana plant, the one Stephen

worked with as a student, a lot of work
had to be done to get the DNA in a form
she could use in the mural. Using a pair
of computer programs, Monroe created a
3-D model of the strand.
"I needed to start with the 3-D model so
the resulting illustration would very accurately depict the 'topography,' so to speak,
of the molecule," Stephen explains. She
merged the model with a version she traced
by hand "for the hand-drawn feel" and
replaced the bold colors of the 3-D computer model with five earth-tone colors.
Following an early review, Monroe
asked Stephen to draw some organisms
around the DNA. "The department offers
a lot more disciplines than molecular biology, and I knew Alison drew a lot of animals," Monroe says.
Stephen said she drew the organisms - sea plants and animals for the
first floor, land plants and animals for
the second floor and flying creatures for

the third floor - in a style resembling
a naturalist's notebook. She also used a
program to create the drawings as vector
images so they could be enlarged without
losing their visual quality.
"Since I'd never worked on a project
of this scale, the biggest challenge was
adjusting the final illustration's dimensions, colors and specifications so it
would come out right at the printing vendor. That was a very stressful night. I sent
it in and held my breath," Stephen says.
A Harrisonburg sign company printed
the mural, which was installed in June 2012.
Thanks to the building's front window structure, the entire mural can be seen from outside the building. Stephen says, "I feel like
my life has come full circle, and my disparate
interests and experiences have finally combined in just the right project," she says. ffl

*

Read more at www.jmu.edunews/2012/
09/05-mural-for-bioscience-building.shtml.

N.Y.C. artist Alison Stephen ('99),
a biology major and art minor,
created a mural for the bioscience
building with the help of her former biology professor Jonathan
Monroe. (Read more on Page 50.)
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BRIGHT LIGHTS
(Jeff Gammage ('82)]

Pulitzer Prize winner talks
to students about the state
of journalism
BY JIM HEFFERNAN ('96)

or Philadelphia Inquirer
reporter Jeff Gammage ('82),
everything has changed and
nothing has changed during
a 30-year career in journalism
that has witnessed the rise of
cable television news, the Internet, social
media and biogs.
"Technology has changed everything.
It may put newspapers out of business or
we may evolve into something else, but
a good story is a good story. The building
blocks are the same. Whether it's print or
online, content is still king and the best story
gets read," says Gammage, the 2012 recipient
of JMU's Ronald E. Carrier Distinguished
Alumni Achievement Award. Gammage
returned to campus in October to speak to
School of Media Arts and Design students
about the state of journalism.
Gammage knows a thing or two about
good stories. Among his many professional accolades, he was part of a team of
reporters that won the 2012 Pulitzer Prize
for Public Service for its seven-part series

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013

Former Breeze News Editor and Philadel·
phia Inquirer Pulitzer Prize-winning team
reporter Jeff Gammage ('82) returned to
JMU to speak with students. Gammage is
author of the 2007 memoir on adoption,
China Ghosts: My Daughter's Journey to
America, My Passage to Fatherhood.

on the culture of violence in Philadelphia
public schools.
For his part in the Inquirer's yearlong investigation, "Assault on Learning," Gammage was embedded at
South Philadelphia High School, a n
institution rife w ith racial tensions that
came to a head in 2009 when a gro up
of Asian-American students was brutally attacked near campus. In the wake
of the incident and a subsequent change in

leadership, the school was willing to risk
having a newspaper reporter walk the
halls, and Gammage's editors saw value
in releasing him for the long-term assignment. "I knew this was going to be a
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity."
Gammage immersed himself in the
experience, attending school functions
and getting to know administrators, teachers and students. The biggest hurdle, he
says, was earning trust. 'This was a failing
school, a violent place. On any given day,
some disaster could occur right in front
of me that was going to give the school district a black eye. A lot of people were nervous just to have me around, but the more
I was there the more I just became a part of
the furniture."
Newsrooms at large metropolitan
newspapers can be full of egos, but Gammage has always been comfortable working on a team. "I don't know if people
who can work collaboratively tend to
choose JMU, or if JMU turns out people who can work collaboratively," he
says . "Either way, when I graduated I
was comfortable working in a group to
accomplish a singular goal. On the Pulitzer project, we depended on each other
for different things at different times not least the ability to turn to a trusted
colleague for ideas, guidance or a sympathetic ear to listen and offer feedback."
The winning series is proof, Gammage
says, that enterprise journalism is still
relevant in an age of text messages and
tweets . "So much happened after that
series came out. Everybody in the Philadelphia schools was focused on safety.
There were concrete changes that were
made, not only safety measures but also
the culture and the mindset. Children
there are safer today. That's important
to me. That's why we, as journalists, got
into this business."
ffl

* Read more at www.jmu.edu/news/
2012/09/20-journalism-alum·visit.shtml.

'I don't know if people who can work collaboratively tend to choose JMU, or if JMU turns out
people who can work collaboratively.'
-

JEFF GAMMAG E ('82),

Philadelphia Inquirer reporter
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How far is it from Earth to galaxies in the outer reaches of the
universe? And how much does a supermassive black hole weigh?
Scientists are on the verge of unlocking answers to two of astronomy's biggest questions and a JMU physics professor is right in the
middle of the discoveries.
Anca Constantin, professor of physics and astronomy,
received a $10,000 grant from the Jeffress Memorial Trust to
continue working on her part of the project - finding water
megamasers suitable for measuring distances from Earth to the
galaxies they reside in and for measuring the mass of their galaxy's supermassive black hole.
"For the whole history of astronomy, we wanted to get estimates of these," says Constantin, who has received several other

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
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grants for the research. "We do have some other methods for
weighing supermassive black holes, but this method gives us the
most accurate estimate on how massive they are," adds Constantin, who also is part of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory's Megamaser Cosmology Project.
As for measuring distances to galaxies in the outer reaches of
the universe, certain megafi!asers - those located near the supermassive black hole in the center of their galaxies and whose water
molecules produce the emissions - provide the most accurate distances ever. "We know many things about how the universe looks
geometrically, but it's not going to be as accurate as the distance
given by megamaser information," she says. "It's a direct method. "
An astrophysical maser is similar to a laser, which stands for
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'We know many things
about how the universe
looks geometrically, but
it's not going to be as
accurate as the distance
given by megamaser
information/
-

ANCA CONSTANTIN,

professor ofphysics and astronomy
light amplification by stimulated emission
of radiation. The difference is that maser
emissions are typically in the microwave
ponion of the electromagnetic spectrum
while laser emissions are in the visible light
ponion of the spectrum. James Braatz,
who leads the Megamaser Cosmology
Project, described masers as the radio-frequency equivalent oflasers.
Because megamaser emissions are
not visible to optical telescopes, they are
observed through radio telescopes such
as the Green Bank Telescope, the world's
largest fully steerable radio telescope,
located two hours west of Harrisonburg in
Green Bank, W.Va. Finding the right kind
of megamaser to make the measurements is
a challenge, especially since there are hundreds of billions of galaxies in the universe.
at's where Constantin comes in, with
her research identifying properties of galax·es that host megamasers.
"There seems to be a Goldilocks region
r a bunch of properties, like the rate of
ion of matter onto that super massive black hole has to be in a certain narrow range, the density of the material in
the nuclear region needs to be in a certain
narrow range, the galaxy can't be too big
or too small, the star population can't be
old or too young," she explains.
...;,:~-c.nuW-.J.1ristensen ('14), a junior physics major, is assisting Constantin with her
research. "We try to find out what makes
them tick, why they are there," he says.
Christensen also is assisting Constantin on
a research paper about their findings.
Water megamasers that are formed
in disk-like configurations are like "holy
grails of astronomy," Constantin says. "If
it's in a disk, we can actually map the rotation of the disk. Ir's actually a very simple
mathematical model that any planet would
follow in its orbit around its sun," she
explains. "So you fix mathematically those
0

positions and velocities of those masers
and you can obtain the most accurate measurements of how massive the thing in the
middle is, and that is the mass of the supermassive black hole." And if the disk is faceon, simple geometry can be used to measure the distance to the galaxy, she says.
Megamasers - discovered about 50
years ago - are relatively new to astronomers, and water megamaser disks have
been rare finds. So far, only about eight
megamaser disks with the right properties
for making the measurements have been
discovered. More are needed to improve
the accuracy of the results so knowing
where to look is vitally important. "We
just don't have the time and the money to
point these radio dishes toward all of these
galaxies," Constantin says. "We're just
never going to find them. We need to be
more efficient in our search."
The way to do that, she adds, is by comparing the properties of the galaxies where
they have been found to the properties of
galaxies known to contain maser emissions.
So far, there are about 150 galaxies with
detected maser emissions and about 40 of
those show promise for having the right
properties. "It's not easy," Constantin says,
explaining that researchers have to mine the
data captured by the telescopes to find what
they're looking for. "Ir's a lot of work, but
it's amazing when you find something."
"It's very incremental," Christensen
says of his search through various databases

Anca Constantin, physics professor, and
physics major Emil Christensen ('14) review
megamaser data captured by radio telescopes.
They compare data from galaxies where water
megamasers have been found to galaxies
where they hope to find more of them.

and literature. "We learn a little bit of the
puzzle, a very little bit. But it is important.
And if somehow we get something that
really can narrow it down, we find a lot of
them, then statistically, a certain fraction of
them are going to be useful."
"So, what is the relationship between
the galaxy and the black hole in the center? It's like a chicken or the egg question,
what came first, the black hole or the galaxy?" Constantin says. "There are some
hints that they co-evolved."
For every question she answers, at least
one more arises, and that's one of the reasons
Constantin, a native of Romania, is passionate about being an astrophysicist. "Every time
we get an answer, there are at least a few new
doors that we need to open, new questions to
ask, new research projects to tackle." ffi

* More at www.jmu.edu/madisonscholar
Anca Constantin: Before joining the JMU
Department of Physics in 2009, Anca Constantin
held research positions at Drexel University and
at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. She has been an observer at the Kitt
Peak National Observatory and Multiple Mirror
Telescope Observatory, both in Arizona, and is
actively working with data from the Hubble and
Chandra space telescopes.
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Because
should be big
President Jonathan R. Alger predicts JMU
can be the 'best answer for higher education'
- the national model of an Engaged
University that works to improve society

BY

PAM

BROCK

The perfect storm. Converg1 g flightpaths. The sweet spot on the strings.
That space int ,
When the J

enn.diagr.am where critical interests overlap.
U Board of Visitors announced Rutgers University Senior

Vice President and General Counsel Jonathan R. Alger as JMU's new
president in November 2011, two compelling forces converged. Alger
arrived espousing an intriguing idea he called the "Engaged University."
Those words -

and his tone and message since -

have caught the

attention of many in the JMU community as foreshadowing a future
already uncannily familiar.
As JMU College of Education Dean Phil Wishon interprets, "President

Alger's tone and message have been unwavering: There is important work
to be done -

work that must be done -

to address those challenges that

most vex our communities, our nation and societies the world over."
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In today's political atmosphere, when costs are high, budgets
name for itself as an
small and critics loud, this leading scholar of higher education
rowth and successful
policy and champion of diversity has seized on JMU's historical
levels: A world-class
refusal to be neatly summed up in conventional higher education
students. A curricuterms. As Alger says, "JMU has some aspects of a small liberal
beral arts foundation,
arts college and characteristics of a research-intensive unive rsity.
periences that give a
And yet it is neither." And, he adds, "there is no law that says we
ucational community
have to emulate one or the other. In fact, that would be a mistrategic partnerships
1ndust1rvaruh:he community And an ethos of pubtake. I want us to set our own course and become the best JMU
we can be."
service that ranks JMU among the 8 pe cent of American colSetting that course began with the "Why Madison?" Presidenleges and universities designated by the Carnegie Foundation as
a C£ommunity Engaged Institution. Alge was impressed. As he
tial Listening Tour.
says, "Many universities talk about public service. ]MU does it."
"I suppose I could have written a strategic plan on the back of
a napkin and been done very quickly," Alger says. "But this is a
Alger's vision of the Engaged Universiw, meanwhile, is born of
community where we want everybody to feel valued and b e part
a personal philosophy and professional career that has taken him
of the process, because, after all, it's about our collective h opes
on a journey through the full array of higher education instituand dreams. That's very important to me as we conduct our stration types. After graduating - as a member of Phi Beta Kappa
- from Swarthmore, a reputed liberal arts college, he went on
tegic planning and think about the future."
By the time of his March 15 inaugurato earn his Juris doctor from Harvard Law
School.
tion, Alger had held almost 50 lis te n ing
As attorney-adviser for the U.S. Departtour receptions and sessions on c a m p us
ment of Education's Office for Civil Rights,
and around the country. As Art D ean,
special assistant to the president, says,
he was the point person on developing and
implementing national policies involving
Alger acquired a reputation for "being able
race-conscious financial aid, racial harassto be everywhere at once" - stepping off
a plane from Tampa, for instance, and
ment and free expression.
appearing none the worse for wear at a
As assistant general counsel of the University of Michigan, Alger played a key
diversity council meeting on campus that
leadership role in the university's efforts
afrernoon. Throughout, Alger has withstood New Jersey jokes in good humor
in two landmark Supreme Court cases on
JONATHAN R. ALGER,
diversity and admissions and coordinated
and even offered a few of his own.
president, Jam es M adison University
People are impressed. "Participating in
one of the largest amicus brief coalitions in
Supreme Court history. He has since advised universities nationthe listening tours, one senses that President Alger speaks forthwide on how to build and sustain diversity initiatives and prorightly," Wishon says, "that he is genuine. When all is distilled ,
grams. (Learn more on Page 36).
that is what seems to be most recOn his journey from small liberal arts college, to Ivy, to
ognizable and most reassuring:
Research-I university to JMU, Alger acquired a keen grasp of the
President Alger's genuineness."
strengths and challenges of the higher education landscape. He
And word is spreading. As
saw for himself the real and imagined perceptions of ivory towers
Alger's colleague Santora reported
and research agendas. He dealt daily with the economic, political,
hearing at a national conference:
sociological and technological forces with which higher education
The new president of JMU was
must contend. And he made a name for himself.
on a listening tour - and he was
"Your president begins his tenure with a strong national presactually listening!
ence," says Kathleen Curry Santora, a former Alger colleague and
Here's what Alger has been
chief executive officer of the National Association of College and
hearing: Students, professors,
University Attorneys, who spoke at Alger's March 15 inauguration
alumni, parents and friends conceremony. "Leaders from all over the country stand ready to prosistently testify that JMU's hall- "Your president begins
vide whatever he needs to successfully lead this great university."
mark welcoming community and his tenure with a strong
So when Alger's risen star encountered JMU's lightning trajec"door-opening" and "say 'yes'" national presence," sa ys
tory, it was decidedly not coincidence. Deliberate, thoughtful and a
culture constitute two of Madi- Kathleen Curry Santora,
former Alger colleague and
self-proclaimed perfectionist, Alger recognized JMU as the place his
son's greatest strengths and must chief executive officer of
vision of a university that is engaged with ideas and with the world
be preserved.
the National Association
could become a national model and improve society. He's betting
So, too, must Madison's signa- of College and University
JMU can become the best answer for higher education today.
ture focus on student success and Attorneys.

'This is a community

where we want everybody to feel valued and
be part of the process,
because, after all, it's
about our collective
hopes and dreams.'

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
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We are heartened because we
understand that Jon Alger exhorts
not for the sake of ambition, but out
of a genuine concern for the human
condition and for the environment
that sustains us all.'
PHIL WISHON,

dean , ]MU College of Education

the educational dynamic between a world-class faculty and students. "That's a rare and important thing, but it's also a fragile
thing, and needs to be nurtured," says 2012 Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Jeff Gammage ('82).
Another critical element that has come through loud and clear
on the "Why Madison?" Presidential Listening Tour is JMU's passion fo r public service and civic engagement. Junior psychology
major Krysten Yee (' 14) calls the university's Office of Community Service-Learning her home base. "The people I work with have
Jonathan R. Alger has a wealth of experience working with faculty
inspired and pushed me into leadership positions I never would
members. As former counsel for the American Association of University Professors, Alger worked with faculty from around the country
have thought I was capable of pursuing when I first entered JMU,"
in developing and advising institutions on policies, procedures and
she says.
cases on issues such as academic freedom, shared governance,
T he tour has also highlighted areas where JMU can improve
tenure and discrimination.
- like increasing resources and expanding diversity. "I appreci"One point Jon has made clear," says University Advancement
ate it when people offer suggestions and solutions for how we
can get there," Alger says. "Together I think there's nothing that
Vice President Nick Langridge ('00, '07M), "is the great emphasis
we can't overcome."
he places on philanthropy and the increasing importance and value
it serves in the life of a university. He has been generous with his
Alger's answer to building on JMU's strengths and tackling its
challenges is to "dream big. " (Read the President's journal at www.
time and energy toward that pursuit, and I believe you will find him
jmu.edu/whymadison to learn what else the president heard on
to be a real champion and visionary for the ways in which giving can
the listening tour).
continue to touch lives while enhancing and transforming JMU. "
"Listeners are heartened when President Alger implores us to
Alger has now called on the JMU community to help set the pre'think big,"' Wishon says. "We are heartened because we undercise contours of the national model of the Engaged University. The
Madison Future Commission, a committee
stand that he exhorts not for the sake of
ambition, but out of a genuine concern for
of 160, is at work deliberating on the listenthe human condition and for the environing tour input and working to chartJMU's
future. {See Page 16).
m ent that sustains us all."
Alger has consistently backed his idealistic
Quite certainly, the national model will
words with an attorney's sense of realism.
stress a renewed awareness of the relevance
On the listening tour, he has been calling
of James Madison, the Father of the U .S.
JONATHAN R. ALGER,
p resident, James M adison University
Constitution, in our civic life. Alger has
on alumni to volunteer and engage directly
with students and young alumni - in the
already announced his intention to elevate
classroom, in career advising, resume review, offering internships,
JMU's decades-long relationship with Montpelier, Madison's
home, to a higher level. Also, ethics will play a pervasive role
welcoming young alumni to their communities, and more. And
across the curriculum, as JMU implements the Madison Collabhe has called on the campus community to provide those opportuni ties and to make connecting easier.
orative: Ethical Reasoning in Action.
"If we work together, there is nothing we can' t accomplish,"
Alger has not shrunk from counting on alumni to step in and
back up those big dreams with dollars. He has been pressing the
Alger says.
need for JMU' s 110,000 alumni - who report a 97 percent satis"On behalf of what greater cause than improving the human condifaction rate with their Madison Experience - to improve their 7
tion would a proud and forward-looking university be engaged?" asks
W1Shon. "Now that's thinking big. New leadership, a new vision, new
percent giving rate. The disparity between those two percentages
has shocked many alumni, who say they are more motivated than
opportunities; excitement abounds, and a new era beckons."
That 's why Madison.
ffl
ever to give and to persuade others to give.

'Many universities talk
about public service.
JMU does it.'

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MIK E MI RIELL O ("0 9 M)
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013
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Welcome to James Madison University!
Alumni, students, parents, and faculty and staff members wish
President Alger success in leading JMU to a bold new future
'Congratulations, Starting
August we will have two
children at JMU. My wife and
I are very excited about their
future with you and JMU!'
- EARNEST GORHAM ('83)

'Congratulations, sir, on
becoming the sixth president of the best university
in the state. I am a proud
graduate of the JMU Class
of 1987 and an even prouder
mom of a future graduate of
2016. We know that you will
guide JMU with wisdom and
with an eye always toward
what is best for your students. Blessings to you and
your family as you officially
embark on this new journey!'
- TERRI HOBSON ('87, '16P)

President Alger, I want to
wish you the very best and
thank you for what you
have already done for our
university. I am a graduate
of JMU, having arrived in
the very first year of JMU
vs. Madison College, and
am a proud parent of a current student in the Class of
2014. I intend to encourage
my fellow alumni to contribute to the school that
helped to define our lives.
Congratulations!
- KAYE DARONE ('80,'14P)

*

Read all the well wishes for President
Jonathan R. Alger and leave your own special
note at wwwjmu.edu/inauguration/yourcomments.shtml

'Good luck! All the best for
you and for your family! We
are from Argentina, and our
daughter, Vanina Julieta
Waingortin ('16), is a JMU
student. She is very happy
to be a Duke!'
- NOEMI KARINA MERENLENDER AND ARIEL
DAMIAN WAINGORTIN ('16P)

'I am on the JMU Alumni
Board of Directors and was
unfortunately unable to
attend in person, but I am
watching the live streaming
of the inauguration ceremony. It has already been a
pleasure to work with you
and meet your lovely family. I am truly excited for
the next chapter in JMU's
history. Go Dukes!'

'I want to welcome you and
your family to the JMU family. It is a very special place
and I wish you the best. I am
sure you have the full faith
and support of all my fellow
students. I know you have
mine, and we are anxious to
see what this university can
become under your leadership.'
- RICHARD DEAN ('14)

'Best wishes during your
presidency of our proud
university. My wife and I
are alumni of James Madison and are very pleased
that you have taken the
time to listen to the students, former students, and
faculty leading up to your

- BRIDGETTE WALSH ('01)

2
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inauguration. We hope to
see continued stability but
also growth at James Madison University under your
leadership.'
- JONATHAN KIM ('04)

campus is still beautiful and
the people are friendly. I feel
that JMU has always made
students feel that they are
special and not just a number. That is what sets JMU
apart. I wish you much success and happiness as you
become the leader of our
great university!'

'Thank you for coming to
James Madison University
and for taking the time to listen to us. We are extremely - LINDA VARLEN SMITH ('83)
blessed to have you as our
leader. Best wisties.'
'I want to congratulate you
-DEBORAH GORDON, JMU Fac!l1tles Planning and

Construction capital outlay accountant

'I am looking forward to
congratulating you in person as a delegate at your
inauguration. I will proudly
represent Towson University, ~here I earned my
M.A. 1n 1994 after earning
my undergraduate degree
atJMU!'
- TE RESA HARDIN (' 89)

'yVelcome and congratulations! After graduating in
1983 with an accounting
degree, I continue to return
for football games and special events. Even though the
numbers have increased, the

'Congratulations! I applaud
your
bold vision for
and thank you for taking on
engagement
and citizenthis respectable and honship.
No
better
place than
orable position. You truly
Madison's
namesake
to
are making a difference in
renew
our
historic
comand around James Madison
mitment to civic engageUniversity as well as the
ment.
Our nation needs
surrounding Harrisonburg
JMU
to
train students for
community. I hope you
~onstructive exchanges of
take the opportunity to get
1deas,peacefulcooperation
to know the students on
~ong a ~iverse citizenry
this campus because you
with myriad perspectives
are affecting them in so
on hard-to-solve problems.'
many ways. Please con- DREW STELLJES ('97M, 'UPH.D.)
tinue to work hard and stay
dedicated to this incredible
'My JMU school ring states
university. Thank you and
'Knowledge
is Liberty.' I still
congratulations.'
look
at
that
ring
from time to
- KAYLA KNOX ('16)
time and think to myself, we
got that right. Big ideas, big
'While I will not be able to
areams and a can-do attitude
pe in Harr.isonburg on your
is what made us the great
1naugurat1on day, I do wish
country
we are today. I look
you the very best as our new
forward
to doing my part
president. We look forward
to
help
you
continue JMU's
to many amazing years with
mark
on
our
nation's future.'
you atJMU.'

- BARBARA SHAFER OHMSEN ('55), Class Agent

- JOHN CASLER ('85)

'Thank you for new vision
of JMU! I attended the
''Why Madison? Presidential Listening Tour" event
in Charlottesville, and I
understand the challenge
you have for fundraising/
development at JMU. TurnCONTINUED ON PAGE 35
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Imagination, drive and vision
Forward-thinking bold leadership of previous five presidents sets the stage for
JMU as a national educational leader av JAN Gillis con
In 1908 slightly ove 42 acres of farmland
fronted Harrisonburg's South Main Street.
The land was mankeH by a gradual rise that
crested on an east hill. Observers noted
that a school built on the site would be in
full view of the surrounding area, its turnpike and railroads. It was the spot chosen
to build the State Normal and Industrial
School for Women at Harrisonburg- a
school that, a century later, would be
known as James Madison Universiry, one
of the top universities in the country.
How do you go from an open field to
an institution with award-winning programs, professors and students? This would
not have been possible without the men
appointed to lead - each possessed of his
own unique blend of traits that proved to
be the right thing at the right time. And
common to all were the gifts of purpose,
imagination, drive and vision.
It was his visionary skill that Julian Burruss put to immediate use when he was

appointed president of an institution yet to
be built. Frequently urging that "the school
should be planned for the future as well as
for the present," Burruss worked in tandem
with architect Charles Robinson. The blueprint for the new institution was in fact a
detailed plan for the future. The phrase "the
next 25 years," was in frequent use in 1908
when Burruss began his tenure as president
of the State Normal and Industrial School
for Women at Harrisonburg. His vision
was not just for the stone and mortar of the
new school. Burruss was consumed with
purpose for the school's students, for what
their education would mean. The school
should "teach its students to do as well as to
think." The value of the students' knowledge would be found in application in real
life. Burruss had begun with the unknown,
the undeveloped and untried; when he left
office in 1919 the school was an institution respected throughout the state with a
49-acre campus.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
MADISON MAGAZINE

Samuel Duke, the school's second president, applied his enthusiasm to fulfill his
own vision - continued growth. Particularly adept at bringing hopes to realiry, he
employed a creative gift for fundraising so
expertly as he addressed the capital needs
of the school that he earned two monikers
- "builder" and "financial wizard." His
tenure, 1919-1949, saw world war and
the Great Depression, yet Duke stayed
focused on meeting the needs of students
and faculty. The results were undeniable.
During his presidency, as nine major campus buildings were constructed, enrollment
quadrupled. By the end of his tenure, the
institution had gone from normal school
to teachers college to Madison College. It
was a name Duke had argued for, pointing
out that no other college honored President James Madison, an early champion of
higher education.
In 1949, G. Tyler Miller brought
Madison College the right vision at the

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MIKE MIR IELLO ( "09M) AND
COURTESY OF JMU SPECIAL COLLECTION S
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'The school should
teach its students to do
as well as to think.'
JULIAN BURRUSS, president 1908

right time. When Miller was appointed
president, he had a reputation as a strong
advocate for the teaching profession who
had conceived important and critical
changes in the state's educational system.
He led Madison College in fulfilling the
need for teachers in a postwar baby boom
society. His administration revamped the
curriculum, developing a full liberal arts
program to join the teacher education
program. In 1954, the expanding school
began to award master's degrees. He
won approval to build residence halls for
men, so the college could become fully
coeducational. His foresight to buy land
proved significant to the school's future.
In addition to adding 19 major buildings, Miller enlarged the institution's
campus by 240 acres. That land would
give the institution growing room.
Madison's fourth president, Ronald E.
Carrier, came to campus in 1971. It was
a time of societal change, and time for
change on campus, a time for Madison
to expand into a different type of institution. Carrier demonstrated a canny
ability to bring what was needed, when
it was needed. There was no regional,
residential university in the state's system
of public higher education. Carrier seized
the opportunity. His efforts brought

name recognition, diversity, expanded
curriculum - and football. Beyond
expanding acreage, adding buildings and
increasing enrollment on an aggressive
scale, the transformation gave birth to a
comprehensive, regional, coeducational
institution of distinction.
In 1998, Linwood H . Rose took office
as the institution's fifth president convinced that JMU offered the best features
of a liberal arts college and a research university. Rose committed his presidency to
the well-rounded educational experience.
He had spent his career at JMU and had
a firm belief in "the magic" great teachers
work with students. Rather than making
increased enrollment a goal, and despite
a tenure that would see continued expansion including the construction of the
Forbes Center for the Performing Arts,
Rose wanted, and achieved, a climate
that allowed "faculty members to flourish
. .. and alter the lives of their students."
The result was graduates who were
engaged, enlightened citizens.
By 2012 JMU' s first five presidents
had taken the institution and its environs
a long way from the rural landscape of
1908. The school on a hillcrest easily
observed by passersby is now recognized
nationally as an educational leader.
Sixth President Jonathan R. Alger
brings a vision of his own - a plan to
establish ]MU as the national model of
the "Engaged University," a place where
knowledge, creativity and critical thinking skills are put to use addressing the
most pressing challenges of society. ffi

FROM PAGE 33

ing the love for JMU into
a future for JMU is quite
an undertaking. However,
President Alger, you have
the capacity and the people
to do it. You are a dynamic
speaker and have a very
engaging personality. Your
warmth and sincerity is
the key to any development undertaking. I know
that JMU will continue to
be a great school in Virginia
and across the country.
However, do not lose sight
of what makes JMU a special place - the people, the
personality. Reach beyond,
but let everyone know that
we will not become too
big that we cannot 'hold
open a door, share a smile
and show the true spirit
of being a DUKE!' I am a
member of the Class of
1987 and have a daughter
who is a rising sophomore.
Thank you again for all you
are doing for JMU!'
- ELIZABETH LILES ('87, '15P)

'Congratulations on your
inauguration as the sixth
president of the magnificent
academic institution we call
James Madison University. It
was a pleasure meeting ou
When Normal School President Julian Burrus left office in 1919 the Normal School
had six buildings, 49 acres and room for future growth, as depicted in this architectural drawing by Charles Robinson.
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Why diversity?
In higher education, diversity and excellence go hand in hand

and aptitudes
tation as an
ent and effe tfYi a ocate for diver ity ·n higher educati n. In its Jan. 1, 20 2 edition, the
Chronicle ofH igher Edu~ tion noted, 'On
the whole, M r. Alger is one of the most
recognizable figures in higher-education
law," citing, among other things, his
work for diversity in higher education.
While he was assistant general counsel
at the University of Michigan, Alger
played a significant role in preparing the
university's case defending a challenge
to Michigan's implementation of the
landmark Supreme Court case, Regents
of the University of California vs. Bakke,
in which the court affirmed a university's
right to use race as one factor in establishing a diverse student body. Eventually, the court affirmed Michigan's right
to compose its student body in a way
that most effectively supported its educational mission.
It was a significant victory for higher
education.
Alger's understanding of the legal
issues - vast as it is - pales in comparison to his ability to thoughtfully and
persuasively articulate the case for diversity in higher education, which is about
far more than race, a point, which Alger
explained in an Oct. 22, 2008, interview
with the Rutgers University publication,
Focus, News for and about the Rutgers faculty, students and staff
'When we talk about diversity in the
educational context, what we're talking about is not diversity for the sake of
diversity, but diversity as a means to an
end. And that greater end is educational
benefits. Diversity is not just about race,

but also - among other things - about
gender, socioeconomic background,
geography, special abilities, different life
experience and disabilities."
Alger reinforced that point in an interview for the Winter 2013 Madison magazine. "Throughout my career, I have been
very dedicated to the proposition that
diversity and excellence go hand in hand
in higher education, " he said. "The two
concepts are not competing with each
other, but they are mutually reinforcing.
So when I think about diversity, I think
about the fact that students and faculty

'Diversity and excellence go hand in hand
in higher education.'
JONATHAN R. ALGER,

president, James Madison University

learn from each other, that they bring different attributes and skills and talents and
perspectives to the table."
A significant factor in any discussion
of diversity at James Madison University
is how well diversity aligns with and
validates the university's core mission to
educate enlightened citizens. Preparing
students to enter a world that has become
increasingly interconnected is an important task. Alger went on to say: "We want
to produce graduates who are prepared
for that world of global competition,
who are comfortable working in different environments and different contexts
with people from different backgrounds.
I think we do our students a great service
if we can increase the diversity all around
them on campus so that once they go off
campus and graduate, they will be prepared for that world. "

BY MARTHA BELL GRAHAM

That kind of preparation, Alger has
written, has ramifications far broader
than the success of individual students,
significant as that is alone. In a 1997
article for the American Association of
University Professors bulletin Academe,
(Vol. 83, No. 1, "The Educational Value
of Diversity,") Alger wrote: "In the postCold War world, racial and ethnic tensions have emerged as the greatest single
threat to societies all over the globe ranging from the former Soviet Union
and Yugoslavia to South Africa, Rwanda,
and even Canada. Face-to-face interaction in the higher education context can
play a key role in developing genuine
interracial understanding and rolerance to
overcome such tensions."
Diversity, in the final analysis, is about
constantly creating and honing the best
opportunities for students' futures and
the excellence that engenders. "Once in
college together," Alger wrote in 1997,
" . . . students of different races may discover that their political beliefs or extracurricular interests provide as much or
more common ground as does race. N o
textbook or computer can substitute for
the direct personal interaction that leads
to this type of self-discovery and growth."
JMU's mission to educate enlightened
citizens clearly demands a student body
that is, as Alger has termed, a microcosm
of the world. Seeking diversity looks
beyond the easy or the obvious or the
status quo to discover what is best for
this university and these students in these
times and for this future.
President Jon Alger brings to that task a
balanced, forward-thinking and deeply reasoned approach that will propel JMU forward as the university continues to prepare
students to be citizens of the world. ffi

'When we talk about diversity in the educational context, what we're
talking about is not diversity for the sake of diversity, but diversity as a
means to an end. And that greater end is educational benefits.'
JONATHAN R. ALGER, president, James Madison University
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WhyAlger?
I am confident in President Alger's integrity
and his vision for JMU BY ROSEMARY GIRARD c·1s)
As the Convo filled with
guests, I sat in my seat awaiting the inauguration of JMU's
sixth president. It was the
same place I had sat as a
rather lost freshman during
1787 Orientation two years
ago, and it was the same
place I performed the annual
"FROG dance" for new freshmen last year. Both of those
events were full of hope and
promise. Ushering in the new
incoming class is a substantial
thing. As I looked around the
Convo on March 15, I felt an overwhelming
sense of exception. I was in the company
of Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell, former
JMU Presidents Ronald E. Carrier and Linwood H. Rose, my professors, my peers,
alumni and JMU legends.
I flashed back to my freshman year
when Mr. Alger was selected as JMU's
president, and to this past summer as I
read articles about him. The more I read,
the more excited I became for his vision
for JMU. I felt that he had already captured
the spirit of being a JMU Duke. One of the
first photos I saw of President Alger was a
snapshot of him doing the "J-M-U Dukes"
cheer at Summer Springboard. His credentials are, of course, outstanding - but to
connect so quickly with an entire community also takes a warm and inviting spirit.
As a double major in writing, rhetoric
and technical communication, and communication studies, I have gained a particular interest in speechwriting. After toying
with the idea of working with President
Alger's staff on his written works, I completed an internship before I contacted the
Office of the President. I considered my
inquiry to be a shot in the dark. I sincerely
thought that whoever was in charge of
assisting the president with his speeches
would be far too busy to respond. A few
weeks after my inquiry, I received an email
from President Alger's administrative
assistant that read: "Mr. Alger does not
have a speechwriter, ... However, he would
like to meet with you."
President Alger would be taking time
out of his jam-packed schedule to meet
with me? I had to re-read the email!
Responding to a young volunteer is a true

residen a ,

mng Tour

at the Museum of Fine
Arts in Richmond, Va. My
answer to "Why Madison"
is simple: "Why Not?" My
daughter, Megan ('10), and
I look forward to being on
campus March 15 for the
inauguration. My very best
wishes to you.'

I

I

- KAREN WOOD GRIZZARD ('76)

testament to President Alger's desire to
get to know students. During our meeting he asked me quite a bit about myself,
where I grew up, my JMU activities and
my academic interests. He shared some
information about himself, and then we
discussed what work I could do for him
In January I began to attend meetings
with President Alger and staff members
who were in charge of researching and
writing his inauguration speech. I was in
awe of President Alger's intelligence. Yet
his humility was equally notable.
I was excited to use my experience
to research potential anecdotes for the
inaugural address, and I copyedited early
drafts. I also edited and condensed first
drafts of various articles that are published
on the president's webpage including
reflections from the "Why Madison?"
Presidential Listening Tour and President
Alger's remarks from the 2012-13 opening
staff meeting.
I have been inspired by President Alger's
vision for JMU's future. He wants JMU to
serve as a national model of the "Engaged
University" that is not only engaged in
ideas, but engaged in the world. He wants
to take JMU's academics further on the
national stage, yet he wants to maintain
the student and professor relationships
that students so highly value, and cling
tightly to JMU professors' love of teaching.
I am confident in President Alger's brilliance, his integrity and his vision. He spent
countless hours on a listening tour hearing the answers to "Why Madison?" Now
the JMU community has captured, "Why
Alger?" The spirit of Madison and the leadership of President Alger are two complementary facets of our future. ffl

PHO TOGRAPHS BY MIKE MIRIELLO ('09M)
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013

'As a graduate with a master's in counseling education, I have been able to
send students to James
Madison with the conviction that they will benefit
as I did from attending a
large and active university with a unique flavor of
down home concern. May
you have the vision, courage, integrity and stamina
to continue the journey of
excellence established by
your predecessors.'
- C. L. ANDERSON ('60)

'Welcome to our JMU family! I feel that everyone at
JMU will flourish under your
leadership. I am excited
for the years ahead as you
"Make Your Mark on Madison." Enjoy your special
day. Go Dukes!'
- TRUDY HARRISON HAM, JMU Office of the Regis-

trar, Virginia program coordinator
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JMU's new first lady brings unique skills
and expertise to her role as a volunteer
in the Madison community

I-'

A ~assion for people and
relationship building
BY CAROL HAMILTON ('97M),
DIRECTOR OF THE JMU CENTER FOR ENTREPRENEUR SHI P

aty Ann Alger's eyes light up when she talks with students, professors and community entrepreneurs who are thrilled to tell their
startup story to an eager listener.
At a Friday Fusion event, 12 JMU students gather to explore
their own business ideas and to meet JMU's new first lady. Friday Fusion events invite collaboration among student innovators, inventors and entrepreneurs. For two hours, conversations
spark from one aspiring entrepreneur to another, "What is your
idea?" "How do you make money?" Together, they share their
successes and failures. Alger helps the students discover options
for growing markets and inexpensive resources. The animated
entrepreneurs depart, exchanging contact information and
planning next steps to help realize their dreams.
At the 2012 College of Business Venture Creation Business Plan Competition more than 75 sharply dressed students,
professors and alumni gather in the Montpelier Room of East
Campus Dining Hall. Animated voices fill the banquet room as
alumni greet old friends, student teams huddle with their mentors in final preparation and newcomers are introduced to others who love the thrill of entrepreneurship. A buzz of excitement
stirs the crowd each time a local celebrity enters - former JMU
presidents Linwood Rose and Ronald Carrier and then Mary
Ann Alger. College deans, faculty members, and students' families and friends greet Alger and the former presidents and then
sit with their favorite student teams.
Joining local entrepreneur Keith May and attorney Michael
Drzal, Mary Ann Alger takes her seat at the judges' table. She is
in her element.
Alger graciously shares her expertise in business, her eye for
opportunity and her passion for people. "I am very interested in
helping all students become productive citizens after graduation
and helping them experience the best of what JMU has to offer
while they are here," she says.
And she is proving it. Alger is meeting student entrepreneurs
in their classrooms, exploring business strategies with professors and engaging alumni who are investing their time, money
and talents in JMU. Andrew Mottillo ('14) , a junior psychology major, created the publication, Life Lessons from ]MU Professors, featuring advice from JMU faculty members. His maga-

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
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zine shares JMU stories through the experiences of several JMU
professors. "Mrs. Alger gave me a better sense of direction and
brought up issues that I had not thought of," says Mottillo.
Alger's advice emanates from experience. She brings a wealth
of business experience and entrepreneurial passion to the Madison community. After earning a B.S. degree in international
business and Spanish from Auburn University, she launched a
professional career in international and corporate banking. A
Florida native, she pursued her love for business and earned an
M .B.A. in international finance from the University of Miami.
Fluent in Spanish, she worked in international banking and
then spent several years as a consultant performing business valuations throughout Latin America and the Caribbean.
Alger then moved into the venture capital space and made
investments in the renewable energy/energy efficiency sectors
in Mexico and South America. When her family moved from
the Washington, D.C., area to Ann Arbor, Mich., she naturally
gravitated toward teaching at the University of Michigan business school and consulting for early-stage, technology-based
companies. Alger is a founding board member of the Great
Lakes Entrepreneurs Quest, an annual statewide business plan
competition and entrepreneurial training network. She also
served as an adviser to the Wolverine Venture Fund, a $6-million student-run investment fund at the University of Michigan
business school.
Since arriving on campus, Alger has been eager to listen, learn
and contribute. "JMU is a wonderful and high-spirited place with
much to offer," she says. "I have been particularly captivated by
the quality of students, faculty and staff. There are many smart
and hard-working people here who
are pursuing excellence every day.
They inspire others to that work
ethic. Moreover, I am impressed by

"Working with students and
professors, Mary Ann Alger
brings warmth and grace in her
role as first lady," says business
professor Carol Hamilton.

PHOTO GRAPHS BY MIKE MIRIELLO ('09 M)
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'I am very interested in helping
all students become productive
citizens after graduation and
helping them experience the
best of what JMU has to offer.'

the quantity and quality of daily
activities on campus. Many days
I have to pick and choose from
among several options. I often
chuckle that I have been busy all
day with meetings and events,
but have put only five miles on
my car!"
Mary Lou Bourne, director
of the JMU Office of Technology Transfer, welcomed Alger
to campus by inviting her to lunch. To
their delight the pair discovered a common interest - entrepreneurship. Conversations led to growing connections that
formed a business network of people and
knowledge in the startup space. Technology transfer staff assist in moving JMU
innovations and intellectual property to
commercialization. Alger's previous banking and investment experience filled a
missing link for this network.
Bourne then reached out to me, as
director of the College of Business Center for Entrepreneurship, and Joyce
Krech, director of the Shenandoah Valley Small Business Development Center, to join in planning the network.
We recognized the synergies of a JMU
professional network to promote innovation, business development, job creation, entrepreneurship and career mentoring. The Madison Business Network
emerged. More than 60 JMU faculty and
staff members attended the 2013 Madison Business Network Kickoff event.
Serial entrepreneur John Rothenberger ('88) also recognizes Alger's successful track record in business development and higher education. He asked
her to join the JMU Center for Entrepreneurship Advisory Board. "I am happy
to welcome Mary Ann to our team," he
says. "She is passionate about entrepreneurship and has chosen this as one of
her main initiatives to support. " The goal
of these eight successful entrepreneurs/
alumni is to lead the Commonwealth of
Virginia with excellence in undergraduate
entrepreneurship education.
Nick Langridge ('00, '07M), vice president of advancement for JMU, has seen
Alger's passion for relationship building
firsthand. "Mary Ann is a systems-builder
with a strategic view, " says Langridge.
"She has demonstrated a clear interest in
actively engaging with constituents on
and off campus. Such engagement is key

- MARY ANN ALGER, ]MU first lady

to stimulating growth in our volunteer
ranks and ultimately leads to investment
in JMU's future."
Alger's engagement within the Madison campus extends to the local business community as well. "We have been
warmly welcomed, and it has been easy to
get involved and to make friends," she says.
"I have been impressed by the widespread
civic pride and efforts to continue building
the community."
She serves on the Advisory Council of
the Shenandoah Valley Small Business
Development Center, which supports
business development in a seven-county
area. "Mary Ann is a welcome addition to
our team," says Krech, SVSBDC director.
"She played the role of investor in a recent
client meeting, and her observations and
questions helped the owner re-imagine the
potential and direction for the business.
She is an important member of our business community in the valley."
JMU President Jon Alger shares her commitment to the local area and economy. The
couple participated in the first Harrisonburg
Startup Weekend, April 5-7. Mary Ann
Alger's tireless efforts in campus and local
initiatives are infusing renewed energy into
entrepreneurship, innovation and business
development - vitalizing partnerships of
education, business and government.
Her professional and personal pursuits
clearly show that Alger relishes a challenge
and likes to see.results. An avid sports fan,
Alger already bleeds purple, and she and
her family are seen regularly at numerous
athletics events cheering on the Dukes. In
her spare time, she enjoys a brisk walk or
a game of tennis. Alger also loves music
- an integral part of the Alger family. A
gifted pianist, she has accompanied choirs,
vocalists and instrumentalists since she was
a teenager. She, Jon and their daughter,
Eleanor, enjoy singing, and the family regularly attends Eleanor's choral and musical
theater performances.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
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"We are very happy with the
public schools and the array of
quality course offerings and highimpact teachers," says Alger. She
volunteers at her daughter's school
and is a member of the advisory
board for the Shenandoah Valley Children's Choir, a nationally
acclaimed program based at Eastern Mennonite University.
As Alger settles into her role as
first lady of the JMU community, she is
focused on nurturing relationships. "As a
volunteer, I don't have a job description,
so thankfully I can create a role for myself
that advances the university's goals. Relationship building is a priority among students, alumni and other JMU friends and
organizations, which serve and interact
with JMU. I will continue to devote many
hours to outreach and cultivating relationships that will benefit the university. "
The Algers enjoy working together as
a team to align their professional interests
and gifts with a single vision. "Jon and I
have always supported each other's careers,
but I must say that this is the first time we
have been in the same workplace, and I
love it," she says. "We are in the same boat
and rowing in the same direction. We are
both working to advance James Madison
University and to nurture internal and
external relationships. Our daughter enjoys
being part of the team as well."
"Jon and Mary Ann seem like the perfect power couple for JMU, " says Paul
Holland ('82), who hosted the Portola
Valley, Calif., event of the "Why Madison?" Presidential Listening Tour. Holland is a general partner with Foundation Capital, one of the leading venture
capital firms in the United States. "Jon's
background in school administration
and Mary Ann's experience with entrepreneurship is a terrific fit," Holland
says. "They are a perfect combination for
JMU coming into the 21st century as we
attempt to build a student body that is
both strong in traditional skills and strong
in skills needed for today's entrepreneur."
Students are already buzzing about the
next Friday Fusion event to be hosted by
Alger. She has invited students to meet at
the president's home. "Really? The President's home?" students inquire. Their eyes
widen and they quickly key the date into
their iPhones. It is a new world, in more
m
ways than one.
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Lessons with global consequences
Can pluralism be leveraged to aid Bangladeshs national development?
BY SAMIER MANSUR ('07), BE TH E CHANGE COHOR T M EMB ER

even years ago when I was
a sophomore at JMU, I was
challenged with the profound question, "Does your
religion claim to be the one
true path?" I was dumbfounded. This was part of a classroom
experience in interfaith dialogue, and I
was on a panel tasked with representing
the philosophical tenets of Islam. Being
the only Muslim on the Islam panel, I felt
an added pressure to answer this question
correctly, and yet how does one answer
a question that has been a source of
debate for thousands of years? After deep
thought and awkward silence, I spoke
from my heart: It is not a question of religion being "the" path. It is "a" path. A
path among many.
It was in this JMU classroom that I
first encountered the idea of pluralism,
the theory encompassing the acceptance
of all religious paths as equally valid, as
well as the belief that there should be
diverse and competing centers of power in
society so that there is a marketplace for
ideas. A pluralistic society is open, inclusive and socially progressive. Pluralism Samier Mansur ('07) is founder and director of the Bangladesh
Pluralism Project, which he founded to create a more open,
was a powerful idea that would directly globally engaged Bangladesh society.
influence my work in Bangladesh.
Bangladesh is an emerging country
located in the heart of a politically, religiously and economically International Development Leadfragmented South Asia. When I moved there two years ago, I was ers of Influence program in Banimmediately drawn to the narrative of Bangladesh as a multi- gladesh, a project that trains thoufaith, multi-ethnic society. During the popular Hindu celebration sands of religious leaders in m ajor
of Durga Puja, for example, in the midst of dancing, singing and development themes, I witnessed
other colorful expressions of devotion and merriment, the city's Muslims, Hindus, Buddhists and
loudspeaker echoed with, "Today we gather as Hindus and Muslims, together we stand as Ban1
gladeshis, as one nation."
There is strength in this pluralistic vision, and it has made me
wonder: Beyond just a feel-good economic progress.
This experience led me to establish the Bangladesh Pluralism
theory, could pluralistic ethics be
leveraged to meet Bangladesh's Project where my goal is to help foster a more open, inclusive
and globally engaged Bangladesh. I researched the ancient politinational development goals?
I began to see that this was pos- cal and religious origins of the pluralist ethic in Bengal and found
sible, that pluralism could be an that what made Bengal such an early civilizational success was its
historical insistence on, and evolution of, pluralistic values, values
effective tool of nation building.
Through my work as a con- that today can translate into strengthened democratic practices,
sul tan t evaluating the suc- enhanced economic development and trade, and domestic and
cesses of the U.S . Agency for regional stability.

While each
group's external
trappings were
different, their
purpose was
the same: to
lift Bangladesh
toward greater
social and economic progress.'
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*Listen to Samier
Mansur's TEDx-Dhaka
presentation on YouTube
at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FRZ20kD3Wck.

*Learn more about the
Bangladesh Pluralism
Project at www.The
PluralismProject.org.

(Left): Hindu devotees
apply sindoor on each
other's faces during the
last day of the Durga
Puja festival in Dhaka,
Bangladesh. (Below): JMU
students talk with Samier
Mansur ('07).

What I appreciate now about
my education at JMU is the interdisciplinary approach that allows
me to understand the world in a
holistic way. Majoring in international relations with minors in economics and religion helped prepare
me to grasp the dual forces of globalization and identity that drive
our world. This preparation would
eventually become central to the
Bangladesh Pluralism Project.
In September 2012 I found
myself on the prestigious stage of
TEDxDhaka in Bangladesh. TEDx is a program of local, selforganized events that bring people together to share a TED-like
experience. At a TEDx events, live speakers and TEDTalks videos spark discussions and connections in a small group. The pro- About the Author I nternational
grams are designed to give communities, organizations and indi- relations major Samier Mansur ('07) is
a research scholar, writer and photograviduals the opportunity to stimulate dialogue on a local level. At
pher. H e is the founder and director of the
TEDxDhaka, I faced young change-makers, corporate officers, Bangladesh Pluralism Proj ect, which he
policy makers and ambassadors. My goal was to highlight Ben- initiated to create a more op en, inclusive
gal's ancient tradition of pluralism and the promising future that and globally engaged Bangladesh. At ] MU ._ .,
-~
_,_ /
pluralism holds for the nation. My message was received enthusi- Mansur also completed minors in econom ics
and religion, and he served as president of the
'*
astically, and the Embassy of Denmark's social media broadcast of Muslim Studen t Association. H e also served as a
• •
it was one of their social media favorites .
pro-democracy and anti-terrorism student fellow of the
Being on the stage represented the sprouting of a seed first Foundation for the Defense of D emocracies, a Washington, D . C.-based think
planted during my years at JMU and the subsequent fulfillment tank. Mansur's essay above also appears in the spring 2013 edition of Political C urrents, the newsletter for the ]MU Department of Political Scienct,
of a personal dream. My recognition served as a resounding testaand is the Jan. 22, 2 013 , post for the ]MU Be the Change blog site. The U.S.
ment, not only to the future of a powerful idea, but also to the Embassy in Dhaka, Bangladesh, also shared the Be the Change blog post on its
respected institution that nourished it.
ffl social media outlets.

What I appreciate now about
my education
at JMU is the
interdisciplinary
approach that
allows me to
understand
the world in a
holistic way/
1
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A passion lo inspire
Biology professor Patrice Ludwig's motivation inspires
BY MEG H AN FRAWLEY ('13)

Similar to many undergraduates, I experienced a few bumps
in the academic road. Being so far away from home, I needed an
o utlet to relieve stress, so I started long-distance running for exercise and as a hobby. I had no idea that my new hobby would steer
me in the direction of a woman who remains one of the most
inspiring and influential people I have met.
I me t Patrice Ludwig in the spring of my sophomore year.
What I knew of her: she was an ecologist, her husband owned a

local bar and she was a runner. When another biology professor
introduced me to Dr. Ludwig, I never dreamed she would have
such a significant impact on my life.
The following summer I began running with Dr. Ludwig several times a week. We were both training for a half marathon.
I soon realized that Dr. Ludwig's contagious desire to always
push her personal limits was something I also wanted to employ
in my own life. I became incredibly envious of her drive. She is
always hungry to do more - to teach another class, start another
research project, or volunteer on a new committee.
I try to emulate the enthusiasm she
possesses. During our long runs, Dr.
Ludwig would share stories of her journey to become a biology professor. Dr.
Ludwig's fervor in talking about her
research and biology interests is captivating. She is extraordinarily zealous
and her ambitiousness is an inspiration.
I thought to myself, "I want to be
as inspired as she is. I want to work as
hard as she does."
Dr. Ludwig always wants me to
strive to do more . As a junior and
senior I became intrigued with the
field of medicine. When I told Dr.
Ludwig of my passion to study medicine, she told me that I could do anything I set my mind to. It may sound
cliche, but Dr. Ludwig's support is
extremely motivating.
She always challenges students to
push harder, and I have learned to
challenge myself to go that extra distance. As a senior biology major with
graduate school plans in the works, I
can say that Dr. Ludwig remains one
of the most inspiring and ambitious
professors I have met.
Dr. Ludwig has provided with me with important life tools
that have molded me into the undergraduate student I am today.
Her support of my future and witnessing her passion and drive
have taught me to always believe that I can accomplish my
dreams. Dr. Patrice Ludwig has made an incredible difference in
my life, and she continues to change the lives ofJMU undergraduates with her benevolent persona and passion to inspire.
Thank you, Dr. Ludwig!
ffi

About the P r ofe ssor Patrice Ludwig, biology p rofessor, earned her
B .S. and M.A. from f ames M adiso n University in 1996 and 2 001. She com pleted her Ph.D. at the Uni versity of Virginia in 2 008. She has worked in
the /MU Center for Faculty Innovation, and her research interests include
population and community ecology; population dynamics; dispersal ecology;
conservation biology; and life history evolution.

About the Author Meghan Frawley ('13) is a biology major in the
pre-med program. She is a member of the American Medical Student Association, JMU's chapter of Tri-Beta, and the / MU Pre-Med Organization. She
p lans to attend medical school and complete a program to become a nurse
p ractitioner and focus on women's health. Frawley hopes to work in an
obstetrics and gynecology practice.

lot of people have gone farther than they thought
they could, because someone else thought they
could. " This popular yet anonymous quotation
reminds me of my favorite JMU professor, Dr.
Patrice Ludwig.
When I began my exhilarating four-year journey
of all-night study sessions and social events in August 2009, I was
an uninspired and inexperienced 18 year old. Like my classmates, I
was eager, but I didn't know what I was eager for. As I continued my
undergraduate career in the biology department, I remained static.

Meghan Frawley ('13) and
biology professor Patrice
Ludwig prepare for a
campus run. Frawley says
Ludwig's support In and
outside the classroom is
"extremely motivating."
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Colonialism, Antisemitism,
and

Germans of Jewish Descent
in Imperial Germany
CHRISTIAN S. DAVIS

e
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Colonialism, Antisemitism,
and Germans of Jewish Descent
in Imperial Germany
BY CHRISTIAN DAVIS
UNIVERSIT Y OF MICHIGAN PRESS, 2012
ISBN-1 3: 978-0472117970

History professor Christian Davis's new book examines the relationship between the colonial
and anti-Semitic movements of modern Germany from 1871 to 1918. Davis examines the
complicated ways in which German anti-Semitism and colonialism fed off of and into each
other in the decades before the First World War. She also discusses the significant involvement
with and investment in German colonialism by the major anti-Semitic political parties and
extra-parliamentary organizations of the day, while also investigating the prominent participation in the colonial movement ofJews and Germans ofJewish descent and their tense relationship with procolonial anti-Semites.

* Learn more about the professor at web.jmu.edu/history/faculty/davis.html
The first book by Kristen-Paige
: Madonia ('OI) is a young adult
BY G. DEDRICK ROBINSON
novel. Madonia is recipient of
MOONSHINE COVE PUB LI SHING,
the Sewanee Writers' Confer2011, ASIN : B005HXRP02
:
: ence Tennessee Williams ScholG. Dedrick
Robinson, proarship. Her heroine, Lemon,
fessor emeritus
grew up with Stella, a single
of geology and
mom who isn't exactly materenvironmental : nal. Stella always has
science, has
: a drink in her hand
published Blood
and a new boyfriend
Scourge. The
: every few months.
biothriller is
When things get out
set at the end
of hand, she whisks
ofWorld War
II when Japan's : Lemon off to a new
: town for a fresh beginnew super bug sinks to the botning, but Lemon
tom of the sea. Seventy years later,
it kills people in the Philippines. : discovers she is pregThe CDC's Dr. Kristin St. John : nant. On the verge of
discovers the new virus is a seemrevisiting her mother's
ingly impossible combination of
mistakes, Lemon
:
two deadly strains. Russian edustruggles with being
cated virologist turned terrorist
: an unmarried mother,
Rishad Zharmakhan is also study: who has never met her
ing the virus but his goal is to
father. She sets off on
unleash it in American cities.
a cross-country road
Learn more at
trip to both meet her
www.gdedrickrobinson.com
father and figure out
who she wants to be.

Blood Scourge

*

Fingerprints of You
BY KRISTEN-PAIGE
MADONIA (' 01)
SIM ON & SCHUSTER 2012
ISB N: 9781442429208
EBOOK 9781442429222

*Learn more at

: http:/ /kristenpaige
:

madonia.com or contact her via Twitter:
@KPMadonia
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First Generation
College Students
BY LEE WARD
HOSSEY-BASS, 20 12

:

BY PROFESSOR EMERITUS

ISBN-13: 978-0-4 70-4 7 444-0

Director of the JMU Office of
Career and Academic Planning
Lee Ward co-wrote
First Generational
College Students. As
more of the collegeage population comprises students who
are the first in their
fam ilies to attend
college, institutions
need to find ways to
help these students
succeed. Ward's
resource book
explores the cha!lenges and barriers
to first-generation
students and offers
recommendations
for helping them
succeed in their
academic careers.
Ward also serves on
the faculty as a professor of integrated science and
technology.

The Reason and
Wonder: A Copernican
Revolution in Science
and Spirit
OF MATHEMATICS
C. DAVID PRUETT
PRAEGER, 2012
ISBN-13: 978-0313399190

:
: Professor Emeritus of Math-

:
:
:

:

e~atics Dave Pruett's awardwinning undergraduate honors
course - "From Black Elk to
Black Holes: Shaping a Myth
for a New Millennium - led to
his book Reason and Wonder: A
Copernican Revolution in Science
and Spirit.
Choice Reviews Online gave
Pruett's book the Outstanding
Academic Title award, stating
"Pruett presents every topic
that ~e touches, whether black
holes and the
big bang or
evolution and
entropy, with
deep understanding and
insights. "

*Read Pruett's

blog atwww.
reasonand
wonder.org/
blog.html
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Two Dukes take
on Dukes Run
Cyndy Gal Scholz ('83) and
Dave Lewis ('78) take a photo
op before heading
Dukes
down Dukes Run at
Colorado's 2,358inaction
acre Breckenridge
Alumni: submit
Ski Resort. Scholz is
your "alumni in
an IT systems anaaction" stories
lyst with Centurylink
and photos to
madisonmag@
and a ski instructor
jmu.edu
for Copper Mountain
Resort. She lives in
Centennial, Colo., wit h her
husband, Steve. Dave Lewis
is a senior mortgage loan
officer with Credit Union
Mortgage Association Inc.
He lives in Fairfax Station,
Va .. with his wife. Debra.

Road Dawg parties like a rock star
at 100-plus JMU weddings!
Madison magazine's lovable mascot, Road Dawg, has celebrated
with more than 100 JMU couples tying the knot over the past five
years. On Sept. 1. 2012. Road Dawg donned tux and tail to celebrate
at the wedding reception of Leah Cutler Tomlin ('07) and Jonathan
Tomlin ('07, '10M). The couple met as sophomores at JMU and wed
at Keswick Vineyards in Keswick, Va. Leah wrote, "Thank you again
for allowing the Road Dawg to be a part of our special day. We are
indeed happy newlyweds."
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{Alumni Association News}

Join lhe vision
]MU Alumni Association makes $100,000 matching gift to the M adison Forever Vision Fund
BY JAMES IRWIN ('06)
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magine a new model for higher education :
An "Engaged University" chat leverages
JMU 's commitment co lifelong learning
with a steadfast conviction that all humans
are interconnected . Imagine a university
that creates public intellectuals who ask the
right questions and uncover the right answers.
During the "Why Madison?" Presidential Listening Tour, JMU President Jonathan R. Alger spent
many hours touring the country, engaging in a dialogue with those who have done so much co shape
James Madison University.
Out of those "Why Madison?" conversations has
come a collective vision for Madison's future. And
the JMU Alumni Association is ready
to help President Alger chart a course
for JMU co become that new model
for higher education - an Engaged
University built on citizenship. "The
members of the JMU Alumni Association believe JMU is uniquely positioned co be such a model as President
Alger has envisioned," says Jamie Jones
Miller ('99), president of the alumni
associat10n.
" Involve ment, after al l, is in our
DNA ," she adds. " It 's a constant
thread woven throughout the fabric of
our 105-year history - The Normal
School, The State Teachers College,
Madison College, James Madison University. Our name has changed; our
character has not. We believe in community. We believe in service. And we
believe in solving problems."
T hat's why the JM U Alumni Association has made a matching gift commitment co JMU. On March 10, the
beginning of Madison Week 2013,
Miller cold the JMU community that
the JMU Alumni Assoc iation wi ll
invest up to $100,000 into the Madison Forever Vision Fund.
"This gift will allow the a lumni
association to match every two dollars
given to the fund with one dollar from
the alumni association - up to a maximum of $100,000," she explained . "The alumni association
challenges each and every alum to join us in this commitment,
as we chart a course for JMU to becom e the m odel for the

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
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Engaged University, and build a brighter future for us all." ffl

* Watch a video about the JMU Vision Fund and donate today at
www.jmu.edu/alumni/about/visionfund.shtml.

PHOTO GRAPHS BY MIKE MIRI ELL O ( ' 09M)
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{Madison Perspectives}

Why Madison?
Alumni help provide stability during times of transition
BY JAMIE JONES MILLER ('99),

president, ]M U Alumni Association

hy Madison? That is the question President in numerous events throughout the year. Share your talents
Jonathan R. Alger has been asking alumni, through JMU LOVE, a program chat connects alumni with
students, faculty and staff members, par- volunteer opportunities in the JMU community. Mentor a stuents, and friends of JMU across the United dent, participate in career networking events, or join a college
States throughout his "Why Madison?" advisory counci l. Have a JMU reunion or milestone coming
up? Help plan a class or affinity group reunion for HomecomPresidential Listening Tour.
ing.
Are you already involved in the Madison community? Be
It's a short, yet complicated, question aimed not only at dissure
to tell us how at www.jmu.edu/alumni.
cussing why we love JMU, but at how we can support JMU
Be invested: JMU's alumni population is at 110,000 yet
today and in the future. The answers I've heard from alumni
only 7,700 alumni gave back
who respond to the question
to JMU last year! Gifts to the
of "Why Madison?" usually
universi ty direc tly support
center on the people, events
members of the JMU famand activities, and places
ily. Consider m aking a gift
that are part of each person's
to JMU, It is easy to set up a
unique Madison Experience.
recurring gift online at www.
This isn't surprising to me;
jmu.edu/give,
however, the challenge lies in
If yo u choose to give to
how to ensure chat our alumni
the Madison Forever Vision
are informed, involved and
Fund, which provides unreinvested in JMU.
stricted money to create and
We must remember that we
sustain opportunities for JMU
are part of the JMU family not
students and enhances the
only as students, but for a lifevalue of the Madison Experitime. This is critical, because
ence, the JMU Alumni Assoour alumni, by giving of their
c iation will match yo ur gift
time, talent and treasure, will
(for every two doll ars yo u
play an instrumental role in
give, the association will conhelping President Alger make
tribute one dollar).
JMU a new national model of
Finally, don't forget to be
the "Engaged University."
inspired, a nd be an inspiraThere is certainly a lot
tion : Take advantage of opporgo ing on at JMU. And
tunities to continue to craft
because there's a lot going on,
your own Madison Experience.
the re are a host of opportuTell your friends what you are
nities for every alumnus and
doing back at Madison and
a lumna to play a role in shapencourage them to join you.
ing Madison's future,
Alumni have been the drivBe informed: Make sure you
keep JMU updated with your
ing force behind institutions
contact information, so you can
across America for generakeep receiving Madison magations, At James Madison Unizine and information about
versity informed, involved and
how you can keep JMU moving JMU Alumni Association President J~mie Jone~ Mille~ ('99) is a
invested graduates are helping
forwa rd, Make sure you sub- College of Arts and Letters international affairs maJor.
lead Madison into its second
scribe to Madison Update, for monthly email news. Follow JMU century. If we are to succeed ; if we are to take JM U to the
and the JMU Alumni Association on social media.
national level; if we are to make Madison a national model of
Be involved: Attend alumni events in the area you live. The the Engaged University, we will do it together.
ffi
JMU A lumni Association and JMU Office of Alumni Relations staff bring the Madison Experience to your own backyard
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* Follow Jamie Jones Miller ('99) @JMUJamie.
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{Alumni Association News}

Classes of 2013 and 1963
share candlelighling ceremony
]MU Alumni Association renews a Madison tradition

0
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BY JAMES JRWJN ('06)

ne of Madison's oldest traditions is the candlelighting ceremony inducting graduating seniors into the alumni family. JMU candlelighting ceremonies began on campus in 1912, when, during the second commencement exercises at the State Normal & Industrial School for Women, graduating students participated in a small ceremony inducting them into
the alumnae association. More than 100 years later, this simple, meaningful event celebrates the induction of nearly 4,000 students into an organization nearly as old as
Madison itself.
This year - on
April 6 - the JMU
Alumni Association
will combine the
graduating senior
candlelighting ceremony with the
Bluestone Reunions
candlelighting ceremony, which annually celebrates the
50th reunion class.
Alumni office staff
members worked
with senior class
president Meredith
Wood ('13) and
Bluestone Reunions
co-chairs JoAnn
Bogan Smith ('63)
and Betty Reid
Coghill Somloi ('63), to combine the senior candlelighting with the Class of 1963
dinner. "Having the Class of 2013 join with the Class of 1963 is a symbolic gesture
that binds us together through JMU," says Smith.
Wood adds, "Being a Duke is a lifelong commitment. Sharing this special night with the
Class of 1963 reminds us that no matter how far away we may travel and no matter how much
ffi
time passes, we will always have both a home and a family to come back to at Madison."

* Learn more about JMU alumni events at w ww.jm u.edu/alumni
BE A PART OF THE
2013 ALUMNI DIRECTORY

T

he JMU Alumni Association is working with Harris Connect Publishing
Co. of Chesapeake, Va., to publish a new James Madison University 2013
Alumni Directory. Harris Connect Publishing will begin its mailing and
phone call campaign to contact as many alumni as possible for verification
of information. Alumni should expect postcards from Harris requesting
verification of information such as graduation and class year, college achievements and
current career information. Alumni may submit photo and bios, and all alumni will be
offered the option of purchasing the directory. Purchase is not necessary to be included
in the directory.
ffl
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APRIL 26

Alumni Candlellghtlng Ceremony
www.jmu.edu/alumni
MAY 2

Senior Convocation
www.jmu.edu/alumni
MAY 4

Spring Commencement
www.jmu.edu/commencement
MAY 11

JMU Alumni Day
at Busch Gardens
www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar
MAY 31 -

JUNE 2

Madison Alumni Conference
www.jmu.edu/alumni
OCTOBER 4-6

Family Weekend
www.jmu.edu/parents
OCT. 28 -

NOV. 3

Homecoming
www.jmu.edu/alumni

www.jmu.edu/alumni/calendar
wwwJmu.edu/JMUArts
www.JMUSports.com
For more information on events,
please call the JMU alumni office toll free
1-(888) JMU-ALUM

SAVE THE DATE!
2013 MADISON ALUMNI
CONFERENCE
MAY 31 - JUNE 2
JMU Alumni Association volunteers, members of the Duke
Club, admissions recruitment
volunteers and reunion committee members are invited to
participate. Join in celebrating
top alumni volunteer achievements! Be a part of a network of
informed, involved and invested
alumni shaping JMU's future.

PHOTOGRAPH BY DIANE ELLIOTT ( ' 00)
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Make plans now to
be back in the 'Burg
Oct. 28 - Nov. 3
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If you have questions regarding your
reunion event, contact Stephanie
Whitson in the alumni relations office at
whitsosh@jmu.edu or (540) 568-8821.

Homecoming 2013 is set for Oct. 28 - Nov. 3. Join the JMU Alumni Association
and your fellow Dukes and help turn campus into a tidal wave of purple.
The popular events are back! Get your roar on at the Pep Rally, Alumni Tailgate
and JMU football vs. Villanova. Also: Alumni Golf Tournament (hosted by the Harrisonburg Alumni Chapter)

www.jmu.edu/homecoming
www.facebook.com/JMUHomecoming

Published
by BY
JMU
2013
PHOTOGRAPHS
DANScholarly
GORIN ('11), Commons,
KATHY LAM AND
SARAH DAVIS ('13)
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Alumna brings bioscience
building lo 'Lile'

T

he bioscience
building mural,
Life, was created
by biology alumna
and New York City
artist Alison Stephen ('99) in
collaboration with Jon Monroe,
professor of biology.
The mural is based on Stephen's sketches of 16 species of
organisms around a surface bioscience muralview of about 60
base pairs of DNA. The first
floor features organisms from
the Earth's surface or under
water. The second floor includes
organisms found in a forest canopy, and the third floor includes
are organisms that fly.
The DNA sequence is from
the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana, and is a portion of
the AGLU-1 gene that encodes

en

tz
....a
e

an enzyme called alpha-glucosidase. Monroe and a group
of his undergraduate students,
including Stephen, cloned and
sequenced this gene in the JMU
labs. The sequence illustrated
in the mural was converted to
a 3D model using 3D-DART
and visualized using the program Chimera. Stephen used a
surface view of the model as a
starting point to draw an artistic image of the DNA depicting nitrogen atoms blue, oxygen
red, phosphorous yellow and
carbon gray.
See Page 24 to learn more
about Alison Stephen ('99) and
how she created the mural with
ffi
Monroe's assistance.

* Watch a video of the mural's
installation at www.jmu.edu/
biology/playlist.shtml.

a
'I
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Stay tn touch) get involved and be Mad cool

35

Agnes Price celebrated
her 100th birthday in
her hometown of Madison, Va.
JMU Associate Vice President
for Constituent Relations Steve
Smith ('71, '75M) and JMU
Associate Vice President for Principal Relationship Development
Weston Hatfield represented
JMU at Prices's 100th birthday
celebration.

Rho and Tau Kappa Epsilon in
May 2012. A total of 59 fraternity brothers from the classes of
1951 through 2014 attended the
reunion on campus. Sigma Delta
Rho was the first fraternity organized at JMU.

63

56

Patricia Daniels Anderson of Newport, Minn.,
is the grandmother of North
Dakota State University offensive
guard Boen Daniel Anderson,
who competed last winter against
JMU in the second round of the
playoffs. Anderson writes, "Boen
wears the ring awarded to NDSU
as national champions. We are so
proud he got to meet the Dukes
of his grandmother's alma mater.
The world is getting smaller. Go
Dukes! Go Bison!"

59

Kay Daggy Neff writes,
"Congratulations, fellow classmates! We have reached
our scholarship fundraising goal.
For the year 2012-13, the Class
of 1956 gave three scholarships.
Thanks to all who have contributed to the Madison Class of
1959 Endowed Scholarship. The
more we add to the principal gift,
the larger the scholarships our
recipients receive. Way to go, Class
ofl959!" Nancy Clements
Swartz and her husband, the Rev.
Fred Swartz, received the 2012
Humanitarian Service Award at
Bridgewater Retirement Community's annual Founders' Day celebration. The two were recognized
for their lifetime achievements and

*

On behalf of the JMU community,
JMU Associate Vice President
for Constituent Relations Steve
Smith ('71, '75M) offers birthday
wishes to Agnes Price ('35).

dedication to their church and
community. They provided more
than 50 years of philanthropic
contributions to churches and
communities in Illinois, Pennsylvania and Virginia. The couple
moved to the Bridgewater Retirement Community in 2003 after
Fred's retirement, and they have
continued their charitable efforts.
Nancy serves as a volunteer host at
the community center's information desk, and she has a scarf ministry. She has knitted more than
150 scarves and given them as gifts
to retirement home workers and
as donations for the Bridgewater
Home Auxiliary's Fall Festival.
She has also been a head teller
for the Church of the Brethren
Annual Conference for 29 years.

60

Eldon Jacob Layman
and William Franklin
Wright both served on a committee of nine fraternity brothers to
plan a reunion for Sigma Delta

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1
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Charlotte Puryear
Tetterton writes, "My
granddaughter, Lauren Nicole
Tetterton, graduated May 5,
2012, with a B.S. degree from
the JMU College of Integrated
Science and Technology. Her
concentration was health services
and administration and public
policy. She is a member of Phi Mu
sorority. I am a very proud grandmother and alumna."

67

Classmates held a miniClass of 1967 weekend
in Williamsburg at the home of
Carolyn Tefft Lodzeski. Six of
the seven classmates are Sigma
Sigma Sigma sisters.

70

In 2012 The Rev. Sheary
Darcus Johnson ('74M)
celebrated 45 years of ministry in
the Richmond area. The former
professor at Virginia Commonwealth University is the first African-American female to graduate
from Madison. A library sciences
major, Johnson also earned her
master's degree from JMU in the
School of Library Media Services. She earned a doctorate in
education from the University
of Virginia in 1988. As President
and co-founder of the Faith
Chapter Young Women's Christian League, Johnson worked
to expand the league to seven
chapters across the nation. She
also is founder of Better People
Inc., a nonprofit organization
that has provides financial support and other services to the less
fortunate in the Richmond area.
Her husband, The Rev. Russell
Johnson, also graduated from
JMU in 1974.

Class of 1967 mini-reunion attendees and Sigma Sigma Sigma sisters
are (1-r): Betsy Constance Rogers, Mary Ann McGuiness (professor
emerita of communication sciences and disorders), Molly Reuger
('68), Carolyn Lodzieski, Betsy Runyan, Nancy Bruce and Libby Winkler. All classmates are Tri-Sig members except Mary Ann McGuiness.
1967 PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF BETSY CONSTANCE ROGERS ('67)
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iRideHome.com founders say
JMU leaches sludenls lo solve societal issues

0

BY KELSEY DILL ( ' 13)

had at JMU. "My experience as a UREC supervisor helped me learn
ne of the first life milestones most look forward to in
how to build relationships with individuals of various backgrounds
their youth is getting behind the wheel and claiming the
and interests. It helped me develop the ability to converse. Now I can
independence that comes with a driver's license. Most
better express myself and the products our company offers."
share memories of cruising the streets and a favorite
Influenced by Seth and their older sister Jackie ('91), Aaron
son g blaring through the speakers.
decided to apply to JMU. When debating between JMU and another
For these reasons, among others, 87 percent of those eligible
Virginia school, Aaron says he
do, in fact, hold a driver's license.
received an unexpected phone call
Although many of us take the homfrom a professor in the College of
ily of making smart, safe decisions
Integrated Science and Technolbehind the wheel to heart, even
ogy. After an hour-long, enthusiasdisregarding it one time can be
tic pitch, Aaron chose the Purple
costly. In 2010, there were 112 miland Gold spirit. "It's amazing that
lion in stances when adult drivers
an
administrator would take that
got behind the wheel while intoxikind of time and effort to recruit
cated, with personal, social and
one potential student for ISAT," he
life-threatening con sequences at
says. "That type of dedication to
risk. A shocking number indeed but,
students seems to be hard-wired
nonetheless, the United States has
into the DNA of JMU's faculty and
seen a 20 percent decrease in alcoadministration."
hol-related fatalities since 2006.
Aaron also graduated from
Two people working hard to
the
University of Virginia School
fig ht alcohol-impaired vehicle
of Law. He co-founded Aphelion
f atalities are brothers Seth ('95)
Legal Solutions, a company that
and Aaron Lawlor ('99) . The
provides
legal process and e-disJMU alums teamed up with their
covery consulting, document
Seth ('95) and Aaron Lawlor ('99) and their three brothers cret hree other brothers to create
ated iRideHome.com, a smart phone application and mobile
review, contracts management
iRideHome, a smart phone appliweb service. "JMU teaches students to identify needs in society
and legal staffing services. His
cation and mobile web service
and to develop solutions to address them," says Aaron.
company has offices in Washingdedicated to getting individuals
ton,
D.C.,
Houston,
and
Chennai,
India.
Aaron attributes his success
home safely after a night out. The service aggregates sober and safe
to his ISAT experience. " I left JMU recognizing that I was capable of
driver information from around the country and, using GPS technolidentifying needs in society and, more importantly, developing soluogy, provides users with services in their current area.
tions
to address them."
The Lawlor brothers also own StPatricksDay.com . While working
The Lawlor brothers visited campus last fall to speak at the national
w ith local pubs and venues for this site they began noticing a dan2012 Safe Ride Programs United Conference, hosted by JMU Safe rides
gerous trend. " People never really thought about how to get home
Program and attended by universities from across the country. The
after a night of partie s. We thought, ' Why don't we come up with a
brothers consider it an honor to promote safe, sober driving.
solut ion?" says Seth. "And www.iRideHome.com was born."
The duo also consider it an honor to promote JMU. With Seth's
Set h graduated from the College of Business with a degree in
wife, Dana Nasdeo ('95), and sister, Ruth Lawlor ('03), there are
f ina nce, and eventually started his own consulting firm , Indigo Applicatio ns Inc., which focuse s on the hand-held applications marketplace. He says working at UREC was one of the best experiences he

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013
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five JMU graduates in the Lawlor clan. ffi

* Learn more at www.iRideHome.com.
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Sylvia Louise Ross Pitzer,
a teacher in Virginia
Beach, has published her first
book, Broken Innocence. The
book follows the character Olivia,
and is a memoir based on true
stories of child abuse.

and Monk. He has also served as
an artist-in-residence in the JMU
College of Visual and Performing
Arts.

81

75

After 34 years in public
education, Albert Blaine
DeWitt retired in July 2010.
DeWitt worked at West Point
High School from 1975 to 1978,
Mathews High School from
1979 to 2007, and C.D. Hylton
High School from 2007 to 2010.
DeWitt lettered in baseball at
JMU and coached at Mathews
High School, winning the Group
A State Baseball Championship
in 2004. He was named VIAAA
Athletic Director of the Year,
Group A in the 1997-98 school
year and again in the 2002-03
school year. DeWitt enjoys his
retirement and lives in his hometown of Mathews, Va. Christina "Cricket" Martinson writes,
"Cricket's Crusaders gathered
to walk in the Race for Hope in
Washington, D.C., on May 6. I
was diagnosed with brain cancer
in 2002, and these Class of 1986
alumni gathered to celebrate my
10th year ofliving cancer-free.
We walked to raise money to
help find a cure for brain cancer."
Fran Cunningham Smith of
Harrisonburg, Va., is the women's
swim coach at Bridgewater Col-

*

*

Peggy Houde Fridley ('79) joins five suitemates from Chappelear Hall
for a mini-reunion at Clyde's Willow Creek Farm in Broadlands, Va.

lege and the 2012 Old Dominion
Athletic Conference Swim Coach
of the Year. Her team placed a
school history best third out of
nine teams in the ODAC Championships in Greensboro, N.C.

policy matters. Grizzard's election
was the result of her leadership
on the Henrico Area Community
Services Board, where she served
as chair in 2010 and 2011. She has
been a member since 2003.

76

78

The Virginia Association
of Community Services
Boards elected Karen Wood Grizzard as chair at the May business
meeting in Williamsburg, Va.
The VACSB comprises Virginia's
40 community services boards. It
is the unified voice for board programs in federal and state public

SCHOLARSHIP THANKS:

1\nu Jbthur Theatre Scholarship

Dave Lewis is a senior
mortgage loan officer with
Credit Union Mortgage Association Inc. He lives in Fairfax Station,
Va., with his wife, Debra.

Maggie Rhodes served
as a senior agricultural
adviser in Afghanistan from 2009
to 2012. In June 2012 U.S. Agriculrure Secretary Tom Vilsack
recognized the efforts of Rhodes
and 61 other U.S. Department
of Agriculture advisers who have
helped revitalize the agricultural
sectors in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Rhodes used her expertise in land
and water assessment and conservation to provide specialized
skills to farmers and villagers, as
well as guidance to national and
provincial government leaders to
help rebuild the agriculrural sectors. Rhodes is a team leader in
incentives and financial assistance
programs with U.S.D.A.'s Natural
Resources Conservation Service
in Washington, D.C.

82

Rick Eisenman is
founder and owner of
Eisenman & Associates Inc.,
based in Richmond, Va. The
full-service association management, site selection and meeting
planning company celebrated
19 years of business on Sept. 2,

79

Peggy Houde Fridley
visited with her Chappelear Hall suitemates last July.
She writes, "We all came together
for the first time in more than 30
years. Back then we had a dorm
T-shirt that read 'Chappelear Champagne Edition.' Now more
than ever this seems very fitting!"
Bluemont Fair in Bluemont,
Va., selected an oil painting by
Jennifer Alexander MacDonald
for its fall 2012 fair. MacDonald's
design was fearured on the fair's
poster, as well as on T-shirts,
mugs and other fair memorabilia.

*

Dear Ors. Thomas and Kathleen Arthur:
Thank you so much for providing the Tom Arthur Theatre Scholarship in support ofthe College of Visual and Performing Arts!
Your scholarship has not only made the financial burden ofschool
lighter on my family, but it has also given me more motivation to
strive for excellence in the theater and dance department. Knowing
that you believe in my talents and work ethic has pushed me to seek
more opportunities. I have internedfor the Virginia Theatre Association, served as an adjudicator for the ]MU Fall Student Dance
Concert and auditionedfor every single show the ]MU Theater
and Dance Department has offered. Your scholarship has given me
opportunity and has driven me to pursue my adoration ofthe arts!

Caitlin McAvoy ('15)
HINTON, VA.

80

Christopher Boyer plays
the part of Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee in the
Stephen Speilberg feature film,
Lincoln, starring Daniel Day
Lewis. Boyer, a Hagerstown, Md.,
native, has appeared on TV programs including Desperate Housewives, Grey's Anatomy, Las Vegas
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Julia Ann Frailey ('82)
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Gourmet dreams
Music education major hits high note with Frostings Bake Shop

M

BY KELLEY FREUND ('07)

att Fraker ('03) always has food on his mind.
"I come from a family whose primary means for
nurturing is through food. In my family, we're already
dreaming about and planning dinner while we're eating breakfast," says Fraker.

Red Velvet" cupcake in memory of his mother. It is the shop's topseller, and Frostings annually donates proceeds from its sales to the
Wendy G. Fraker Memorial Scholarship Fund, which supports students
pursing a culinary arts education.
Fraker says his JMU experience taught him life lessons he has
Whether thinking about dinner preparations, remembering a
applied to his cupcake business. "How to mange time, effective
meal he experienced at a restaurant or creating something in his
interpersonal communication, leadership, learning from mistakes
own kitchen, food is Fraker's passion.
and turning those experiences into success ... these are all things
The owner of Frostings Bake Shop in Glen Allen, Va., Fraker
that help me daily in running a thriving business."
gained national fame when he competed on the Food Network's
Fraker's thriving small business turned into a nationally recCupcake Wars in January 2012.
ognized one when he competed on Cupcake Wars, a reality comAt JMU, Fraker thought his passion for music would become
petition where bakers face off to see who can create the best
a career. One of the founding members of the all-male a cappella
cupcakes. Fraker and his teammate, Frostings cupcake artist
group Exit 245, Fraker
Jessica Jones, made
graduated with a
1,000 cupcakes in
degree in music edutwo hours to try and
cation and taught
win the grand prize
chorus at the middle
- S10,000 and the
school and high school
opportunity to showlevels for five years.
case their creations
Although he found the
at the Los Angeles
job reward ing, after
premiere of the musiawhile he was ready
cal Wicked.
for a cha nge. "I enjoy
"Cupcake Wars
working with people
is intense! It's fastand following my paspaced, stressful and
sion," says Fraker.
requires an incredible
During a 2008
amount of teamwork
weekend with friends
and natural choreogin New York City,
raphy in the kitchen"
Fraker was introduced
says Fraker. "The
to gourmet cupcakes
clock adds a ton of
"It was intriguing to
pressure to an already
see long lines of cusintense environtomers waiting outside
ment and it's pretty
a bakery to buy cupcakes. After seeing more and Music education major Matt Fraker intimidating watching the judges pick apart your
('03) hit a high note with a second- creation, bite by bite!"
more cupcake-focused bakeries in the city, my
place finish on the Food Network's
partner and I joked about opening up one of our
The Frostings pair took second place, but the
Cupcake Wars. The Frostings Bake
own in Richmond."
work that went into baking 1,000 cupcakes for
Shop owner says his JMU educaIn 2009 the joke became serious and Fraker
tion helps him run his business and the show was worth the effort.
chose a completely different career path. "There
"The day after the show aired, things went
follow his passion.
were many challenges embedded in this decision,"
crazy - in a good way," says Fraker. "We had a
says Fraker, "including stepping outside my comfort zone, managing
line out the door with people curious about our cupcakes. We've
and leading adult peers now, instead of children in a music classroom."
had people from all over the state and even from across the county
The sweet part was Fraker had help - a business partner, Jason
make a point to check us out for the first time."
Ferrell. "Jason has a knack for marketing and a keen eye for detail,"
Fraker says his experiences have been very positive and humsays Fraker. While Ferrell searched for the perfect location and polbling. "Frostings came out of nowhere. It started as a joke between
ished up a business plan, Fraker was free to develop recipes and do
two guys and has developed into a thriving business that has left a
lots of taste-testing.
mark on the Richmond community and is now a nationally-recognized
Fraker's mother also helped and was a source of inspiration
bakery! Seeing customers return to our store and become 'regulars,'
tor what would become the shop's best-selling cupcake. "Through
being chosen by a couple to cater their wedding day, seeing a child
opening the bakery, I discovered that red velvet cake was my mom's
with severe food allergies enjoy his or her first dessert, watching our
childhood favorite," says Fraker.
talented and devoted employees thrive and grow while pursuing their
Wendy Fraker ('03P) passed away unexpectedly while her son
talents ... these are the things that make me the most proud." ffi
was in the process of opening the bakery. Fraker named the "Wendy's
Learn more at www.frostingsva.com.

*
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"JMU and the Shenandoah
President Geoffrey S. Mearns.
Valley are very close to my
Parmele writes, "It was gratifyheart. The chance to represent
ing to represent my undergraduJMU in any capacity is a great
ate alma mater and also to witthrill. It's been a while since
ness the elevation of one of my
I wore the mortar
law school classmates
board and robe but
to such a prestigious
it was an honor to
position. I spoke
represent JMU and
with several of my
President Alger.
fellow representatives
Geaux Dukes!"
before and after the
On Sept. 14, 2012,
inauguration, and I
Elena Munero Kleifwas pleased to share
with them JMU's
ges represented JMU
President Jon R.
story of growth and
Alger and JMU at the
achievement. My
inauguration of the
wife and I attended
32nd president of the Paul Parmele ('84)
the inaugural dinner,
College of the Holy
represents JMU at
where we enjoyed
the inauguration eel· meeting members of
Cross in Worcester,
Mass. Kleifges says,
ebration at Northern the NKU faculty as
"I was fortunate
Kentucky University. well as prominent
enough to sit next to the presiNKU benefactors. What an
dent of another university who
honor to represent JMU at such
an important event, not just for
enlightened me on the history of
inauguration ceremonies. I met
NKU, but also for the Northern
wonderful people from all over
Kentucky community where
the country and was honored to
my family and I have lived for
represent President Alger and
almost two decades."
JMU." On Oct. 26, 2012,
On Sept. 22, 2012,
Paul W. Parmele represented
Zane David Memeger
JMU President Jon R. Alger
represented JMU President Jon R.
and JMU at the inauguration of
Alger and JMU at the inauguraNorthern Kentucky University

*

Mike Hoss ('84) congratulates
2012. Eisenman began his businew University of New Orleans
ness in 1993 as a one-man operaPresident Peter Fos (left).
tion with just two clients. The
company now has nearly 30
clients and five staff members.
was named 2012 Woman of the
Year by the Leukemia and LymJulia Ann Frailey represented
President Jon R. Alger and James
phoma Society of Virginia for
raising the most money for LLS
Madison University at the installation ceremony for the 26th
during the 10-week campaign
period. She is director of public
president of the University of
Vermont in Burlington. Frailey
relations and marketing for the
says, "I was truly thrilled to be
Virginia Automobile Dealers
able to participate in this grand
Association. Thomas Grella
received the Samuel
event and proudly
represent JMU in
S. Smith Award from
the procession of
the American Bar
Association's Law
other university representatives. It was
Practice Management
wonderful to revisit
Section. The annual
and share my enthuaward is presented
siasm and passion
to an individual who
demonstrates excelfor JMU with other
lence in law practice
university delegates
here in the beautiful
management. Grella
state of Vermont."
is managing partner
at the law firm of
Mark Ragland is
Elena Munero Kleifhead volleyball coach ges ('84) represents
McGuire, Wood &
JMU at the inaugura- Bissette in Asheville,
at Albemarle High
tion of Holy Cross's
School. In October
N.C. He has served
32nd president.
he led his team to its
as chair of LPM and
500th win, becoming the only
currently serves on the LPM
volleyball coach in Virginia to
executive committee for his role
reach that milestone. Ragland
in the ABA House of Delegates.
lives in Charlottesville, and
JMU is a family affair for he
Mike Hoss represented
and his wife, Jacquelyn Lafever
JMU President Jon R.
Ragland ('80). Their daughAlger and JMU at the inauguter, Jessica Evers Marcantonio
ration celebration of Dr. Peter
Fos, president of the University
('03) played volleyball for JMU,
and son, Benjamin Evers ('11),
of New Orleans. A native of the
commonwealth and an anchor
played on the JMU men's club
volleyball team. The couple's
and reporter for WWL-TV,
youngest son, Josiah, plans to
Hoss has lived in New Orleans
for nearly 25 years. He writes,
attend JMU. Sande Snead
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SCHOLARSHIP THANKS:

Heath-Mullin Scholarship
Dear William and Holly Mullin:

Thank you so much for your generous Heath-Mullin Scholarship!
Your support greatly assisted with the expense ofmy participation
in the College ofBusiness 300 Study Abroad course in Antwerp,
Belgium, in fall 2012. My parents and I live in Waterford, Va.
During high school I became passionate about an array ofenvironmental issues, including Colony Collapse Disorder. CCD, the
worldwide phenomenon ofhoney bee colonies inexplicably disappearing, prompted me to become a beekeeper. I also established the
nonprofit business Bee Blessed Honey. Managing Bee Blessed Honey
solidified my decision to major in business at ]MU. I had never
been to Europe, but during my CoB 300 trip to Belgium, we also
traveled to and studied in Turkey and Greece. We examined several
trades and observed European business practices. I am extremely
interested in European commerce's ecofriendly attitudes and their
efforts to reduce packaging and plastics usage. My goal is to pursue
and promote environmentally responsible businesses in the future.
Thank you for your generosity and helping me study abroad.
Stephanie Skaggs ('14)
WATERFORD, VA.
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tion celebration of
Lincoln
University's 13th
president,
Robert R.
Jennings.
Memeger
writes,
The
moment I
arrived on
campus
I began
Zane David Memeger talking
('86) represents JMU with
at the inauguration
numercelebration for Linous
coln University's new
students,
president.
academics, college representatives and
alumni on hand for the event. I
could sense the anticipation and
excitement of an even brighter
future for Lincoln University.
Having spent the majority of my
legal career working for the U.S.
Department of Justice, being on
Lincoln University's campus on
a gorgeous fall morning allowed
me time to reflect. Our nation's
educational institutions have
come far in terms of providing
opportunities for those seeking
a better world. JMU has been a
leader in that effort. The lessons I
learned during my years at JMU

have served me well in the effort
to ensure that everyone is treated
equally and fairly under the law."

from Texas, spoke and
2013 Municipal Litirecognized Rice and
gation's Best Lawyers
list. Selection for
its accomplishments.
the list is based on a
I was extremely proud
Susan Wampler Domrigorous peer-review
to represent JMU and
mer achieved National
President Alger."
survey comprising
Board Certification for Teachers
nearly 4 million
in 2011. She has been teachconfidential evaluaK~rsten L.
ing chorus at Stonewall Middle
tions by top attorneys
V1gnec, a
School in Manassas for 23 years.
across the country.
shareholder at Hill
In June Verizon Wireless
The annual Best
Ward Henderson,
named Chris Felix president of
Lawyers publication Kirsten L. Vignec (' 91) presented at the 2012
the company's upstate New York
has been described
Association of Legal
region. As a regional president,
by The American Lawyer as "the
Administrators Region Two
Felix sets the comConference. She spoke about
most respected referpany's strategic direc40I (K) plan administration and
ral list of attorneys
tion and directs sales,
in practice." Wright
updated attendees on recent
operations, financial
works for the Roachanges in the law, including fee
noke, Va., law firm of
performance and the
disclosures, ongoing fiduciary
customer experience.
Gentry Locke Rakes
responsibilities and optimizing
Felix previously held
results under the firm's 401 (K)
&Moore.
various leadership
Plan.
positions in corpoGeraldF.
rate and government
Syska repreBlueRio Strategies,
sales. He began
sented JMU President
founded by Jessi
his wireless career
Jon R. Alger and
LaCosta, has received approval
JMU at the 100 Year
from the Center for Credentialin 1988 with Bell
Chris Felix ('87)
Atlantic Mobile.
ing and Education for its Hawk
Celebration of Rice
University in Houston. Syska
Eye Veteran Development Coach
writes, "I was one of several
Col. Robert Bailes
Training. BlueRio Strategies is
graduated from the U.S.
hundred delegates in attendance
the first veteran-focused Board
Army War College with a masas Rice University celebrated
Certified Coach-approved training
ter's degree in strategic studies
its centennial. Presidents and
program. It is also one of the first
and assumed duties as director
comprehensive coach certification
delegates from universities across
of effects for Third Army Headthe nation as well as the original
training programs intended spequarters at Shaw Air Force Base
university in Bologna, Italy,
cifically to educate people in miliwere in attendance. Kay Baily
tary/veteran transition, reintegrain South Carolina. Kathleen
L. Wright was named to the
Hutchison, a long-term senator
tion and development coaching.
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DO YOU REMEMBER?
Do you remember the Quad tunnels? May Queen? Call
downs for 'cutting campus? ' Trips to the
University Farm? The Stratford Players?
Sitting on the hill watching the Marching
Royal Dukes? Decorating the Jemmy statue ?

·-..-

Get your copy of Madison Century, which shows 100 years of the
Madison Experience. Buy yours now at www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration.
Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013
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dan won the silver IPPY award for
Best Adult Non-Fiction e-Book.
A longtime Brooklynite, Howard
is a professional essayist, blogger
and speaker. Visit his website at
www.howardwrites.com.

99

Blair William Brown
was appointed as Virginia Commonwealth University's director of graduate and
international admissions and
recruitment. His responsibilities include all admissions and
recruitment functions for VCU's
international population and
prospective graduate students.
Eklund 's Inc. named Jason
Speicher northeast regional
director at the company's Lanham, Md., custom elevator cab
m anufacturing facilit y. Speicher
is responsible for Eklund 's
business operations in the
Northeast, including overseeing manufacturing, improvi ng
processes, and staffing and
field operations. A veteran of
the commercial and residential
construction industry, Speicher
has experiences as both a d irector of construction and senior
project manager. Most recently
he owned a carpentry facilit y in
Monkton, Md.

*
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Melanie Hooyenga has
published her first novel,
Flicker. The novel follows the
story of a girl who uses sunlight
to flicker back in time.

I

15

z

94

and more than 100,000 alumni,
and countless more fans and
supporters, I got to represent
JMU! Decked out in purple and
gold regalia, I proudly took part
in a procession of state college
and university presidents and
delegates. As the procession
made its way outdoors into the
sun splashed autumn
day, the perfect
weather transported
my thoughts back
to similar days in the
'Burg. I basked in a
glow of nostalgia. It
was a great day to be
a Duke!"

Jennifer Thompson
McCaffery earned her
Doctorate of Nursing Practice
from the University of Mississippi Medical Center. She works
as a family nurse practitioner at
the Jackson VAMC
in the Division of
Cardiology. She lives
in Madison, Miss.,
with her husband,
Ben, and two sons,
Thomas and William. Nine members of the Class of
1994 met in January
DrewPasto celebrate 40th
carella was
birthdays. Kelly R.
Stefanko writes, "We Kelly R. Stefanko dons appointed to the
faculty of the Johnson
met in Playa de! Car- the purple and gold
academic regalia to
School at Cornell
men, Mexico, and
represent President
University. As senior
did a JMU photo
Jon Alger at the inaulecturer of finance,
shoot wearing or
guration celebration
Pascarella leads the
holding JMU gear to at Thomas Nelson
Investment Banking
Community College.
mark the bond that
Immersion program,
first connected us, 18
a practitioner-led practicum for
years ago." On Oct. 12, 2012,
students preparing for a career
Kelly R. Stefanko represented
in banking. Pascarella formerly
JMU President Jon R. Alger and
served as a director in the
JMU at the inauguration celeinvestment banking division of
bration of Thomas Nelson ComCitiBank in New York.
munity College's new president.

=

.!
u

Kelly R. Stefanko ('94), seated left, and eight Class of 1994 friends
celebrate their 40th birthdays in Playa del Carmen in January.

*
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Stefanko says, "I had a great time
representing Dr. Alger and JMU
in my hometown of Hampton,
Va. How lucky did I feel that,
out of2,400 faculty and staff,

96

In 2011 Jenny Biondi
Anderson ran the
Camino de Santiago pilgrimage
trail in a world-record time of
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nine days, five hours, 29 minutes.
The trail stretches for 500 miles
from France across northern
Spain. Anderson started the trail
Feb. 27, 2011 , and finished on
March 8. She endured snow, sleet,
high winds and ice. She blogged
about her experience at jennyjourney.wordpress.com/about.

97

HowardJordanJr.
received a 2012 Independent Publisher Book Award
for his e-book 101 Reasons to
Leave New York. The 16-year-old
IPPY awards honor the year's best
independently published books
and recognize a broad range of
authors and publishers who take
chances to break new ground. Jor-

00

The National Association of Federal
Credit Unions promoted Alicia
Hosmer to vice president of
marketing. "Alicia has done a
remarkable job in building a
collaborative, high-performing

SCHOLARSHIP THANKS:

JMU Class of 1955 Scholarship
Dear members of the Class of 1955:
I want to thank you all for your generosity and concern for my
education. The Class of 1955 Scholarship is truly appreciated. I
am an out-ofstate student paying full tuition on my own. I am an
international affeirs major and am minoring in political science
with a concentration in the Middle East. I am a diligent student
and committed member ofthe ]MU community. I push myselfto
succeed in all of my classes and activities. I am looking fo rward to
three more wonderful years at ]MU! Thank you!
Kaitlyn Paonessa ('15)
BEDMINSTER , N .J .
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Diamond Duke leads University of Cincinnati athletics

W

Whit Babcock ('92) leads Big East Conference athletics of/tee

sv

DAVID DRIVER

hit Babcock ('92) got an early introduction
Coach Babcock led JMU to the 1983 College World Series in
to the world of college athletics and much of it
Omaha and his son went along as a batboy at the age of 12.
came as a youngster at the side of his father,
"I was just in awe of all of the players. That was a great memory
Brad, the successful longtime coach of the JMU
to sit in the dugout and be with them. That really stands out because
baseball Diamond Dukes.
of my age and because of the success they had," says Babcock.
A kinesiology major, Babcock's entry into Division I athletics was
The younger Babcock remembers walking to JMU baseball
not the luxurious duties of a top
practices and growing up around the
players such as Billy Sample ('77),
coach or administrator. "My job was
who went on to play in the Major
to go chase foul balls and return
Leagues from 1978 to 1986 with the
the m for my dad and the JMU Dukes.
Rangers, Yankees and Braves.
I remember running through JMU
Babcock played basketball and
parking lots with my friend, Alan
baseball at Harrisonburg High and
Moyers, as a child," says Babcock,
was a walk-on as a freshman on
who played baseball at Harrisonburg
the baseball team at JMU. He was
High School before coming to JMU.
JMU baseball teammates with five
In the summer months his father
players who eventually made the
would put him to work with buildings
big leagues: Mike Hubbard ('84),
and grounds staff members. He also
Mike Venafro ('95), Larry Mitchell
helped out Dave Reedy in the JMU
('98), Scott Forster ('94) and Rich
equipment room. "I am sure it was
Croushore ('93).
unpaid. I would help line the fields for
"Since I was not good enough to
soccer games with Tom Martin and
play professional baseball I wanted
Dave Lombardo," Babcock recalls .
to work in the front office of a Major
" I was learning without knowing I
League
team," Babcock says. "My
was learning."
first real job was in Triple A baseball
Those quasi-apprenticeships have
with the Nashville Sounds. I was an
served Babcock well. He was named
intern and made $1,000 per month.
the athletics director of the University
They said, 'Here is the phone book'
of Cincinnati, a Division I member of
and I made cold calls trying to sell
the Big East Conference, in 2011 after
season tickets. Then I went to the
he spent five years as the executive
Huntsville Stars, a Double A team .
associate athletics director at the
I met my wife there and then I went
University of Missouri.
back to college athletics and worked
Babcock has seven assistants in
at JMU for the Duke Club."
his office at the University of CincinHe then made stops at Auburn,
nati. They help run day-to-day operaWest Virginia and Missouri before
tions for 547 student-athletes in 18
becoming an athletics director for
sports. Babock oversees 143 staff
the first time at Cincinnati. Babcock
members and a budget of $42 million.
and his wife, Kelly, have three sons.
He previously worked in the
At the end of his first year at
athletics offices at West Virginia,
Cincinnati the Bearcats were one of
Son of longtime JMU baseball coach Brad Babcock and a
Auburn and JMU and got his start in
just six schools in the country to be
former JMU first baseman, Whit Babcock ('92) is the ath·
sports management with the minor
ranked nationally in both football and
letics director for the University of Cincinnati. He and his
league baseball team in Nashville.
basketball at the end of the season.
wife, Kelly, have three sons (l·r) Andrew, Brett and Eli.
Babcock was a baseball captain for
"Whit comes highly recomthe Dukes and in 1996 he earned a
mended as an energetic leader and rising star in collegiate sports,"
master's degree in sports management from West Virginia.
UC President Gregory H. Williams said when Babcock was named
The former first baseman and pitcher says his days as a highthe
athletics director.
sch ool student doing the "dirty work" for his father paid off. "GrowCollege athletics is changing at the top levels and that is someing up in the household of a successful coach really helped with my
thing Babcock has to watch closely with conference realignments .
career - even though I have never coached. All the experiences
"I did not think it would change so much in the last year," he says.
helping my father and the JMU baseball team have helped me in
"It is something we have to monitor. We are looking for trust and
relating to coaches."
stability in a conference. If I had my crystal ball , I do not think
Brad Babcock, who won 558 games as the JMU baseball coach
conference realignment is over with. You want to be well posifrom 1971 to 1989 says of his son, "He also did a lot of umpiring for
tioned for that." ffl
Little League and rec leagues."
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marketing team," says Karen
Tyson, NAFCU senior vice
president of marketing and
communications. "She is a phenomenal leader who brings out
the best in everyone and everything she touches." Hosmer
began her career at NAFCU in
2000 as a graphic designer and
has held successively responsible
positions within its marketing
division. She was promoted ro
marketing director in 2007.
Hosmer has played an integral
role in guiding key marketing
initiatives. In addition, she oversaw the art direction on numerous award-winning campaigns.
Wall, Einhorn & Chernitzer
P.C. announced Angela Kerns,
CPA, as the firm's newest shareholder. According to Martin
Einhorn, WEC's managing
shareholder, "Angela contributes
a range of skills that reflect our
commitment to providing our
clients with personalized service
and specialized attention. She is
truly an asset to WEC."

*

0I

*

experience in the geospatial
industry, including database
design, web mapping development, transportation routing,
geographic information services
needs assessments and application engineering. He has managed more than $12 million of
geospatial-related projects for
local, state and federal agencies.
Engel's JMU bachelor's degree
is in GIS and remote sensing.
He earned a master's in geography from the University of
Maryland.

Jennifer Pollock Barnes
was featured on the
cover of San Diego Magazine's
Michelle A. Kitt
"Top 50 to Watch" issue. The
competed with several
cover story fearured her new
JMU alumni in the Monticello
company, a travel
Man HalfTriathadvice site, TravelIon in May 2012.
boxe. The RoseAlumni included
view Group, a private
Whitney Stratton
real estate and advi('05), Ashby Pollard
sory firm, promoted
Smith ('06), Gina
Meghan Hargraves
Spencer Shand ('97)
from office manager
and Dave Shand
to analyst. In her
('97). All train with
new role, Hargraves
TriGirls/TriQuest
will assist in the
Training in Richmanagement of commond, Va. Brad
mercial real estate
Shane Engel ('02).
Sanders earned his
transactions from iniC.F.A. charter, a globtial marketing through closing,
ally recognized, graduate-level
asset management operations,
investment credential awarded
compiling research on clients
by CFA Institute. To earn the
and analyzing data gathered
CFA charter one must complete
with financial models.
the institute's three rigorous lev-

03

*

*

02

Shane Engel was promoted to senior associate at Dewberry, a Fairfax, Va.,
company providing planning,
engineering, architecrure, program management, consulting,
surveying and mapping services.
Engel has had a wide range of

position of politician account
manager at Intermarkets Inc. in
Reston, Va. Golden was most
recently employed as chief of
staff in the Virginia House
of Delegates. He writes, 'Tm
jumping into an all new part of
the political world and harnessing my campaign experience
with my love of technology to
provide ad-targeting for campaigns. I'm very excited for
this new opportunity."
Bill
Williams recently traveled to
Turkey and Egypt as part of his
M.B.A. program at the Wharton School.

els and have 48 months of fulltime work experience related to
the investment decision-making
process. Adam C. Terminella
is part of the newly formed
law firm Golightly Mulligan
PLC, practicing in the fields of
wills and trusts, civil litigation,
professional liability defense,

*
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Bill Williams ('05) shows off
his JMU Purple Out shirt
during his M .B.A. trip to Abu
Simbel, Egypt.

06

corporate law and insurance
coverage. Terminella earned his
law degree from Western State
University College of Law in
2009 and his M.B.A. from Virginia Tech in 2011.

05

Randy S. Dovel
was promoted from
enrollment manager to senior
manager of member operations
with Virginia Premier Health
Plan Inc. in January 2012. He
also earned a Master's of Business Administration degree
from Virginia Commonwealth
University on May 12, 2012.
John Alex Golden accepted the

*

Jennifer Ash earned
an M.B.A. from the
top-15 ranked program at the
University of North Carolina in
May 2012. Luquire George
Andrews, one of the Southeast
region's leading advertising,
digital and public relations
agencies, promoted Lisa Enders
to digital account manager.
Enders will contribute ro the
agency's strategic thinking and
lead the day-to-day management for all development work
flowing through the agency.
The National Apartment Association's 2011 Annual Report,
designed by Gillian Martin
Ginter, was recognized by
Graphic Design USA's in-house
design competition.

*

*

SCHOLARSHIP THANKS:

J:MU Alumni Diversity Scholarship/
Reuben and Deborah Tompldns
Johnson ('78)
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Johnson:
I want to express my sincere gratitude for being selected as a recipient ofthe prestigious ]MU Alumni Diversity Scholarship. Your
generous support is helping me fulfill my dream ofattending college
and pursuing a career in psychology. I have always had a desire to
help others and be a positive role model. I plan to use my education
to be the catalyst that empowers a generation ofpositive thinkers!
Receiving the ]MU Alumni Diversity Scholarship makes me even
more determined to maintain high academic standards and to follow my dream. Thank you for your generosity!
Roy Calvin Boyd Jr. ('16)
FRANKLIN, VA.
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EMERITI NOTES

and former faculty news

Professor Emeritus of Communications Rex Fuller is the
former chair of the School of Communications Studies. He
serves as president of the JMU Faculty Emeriti Association.
The association hosted a bus trip to Richmond to experience the Dale Chihuly exhibit (photos above) at the Virginia
Museum of Fine Arts in January. More than 30 former faculty and friends participated in the event. Learn more about
the JMU Faculty Emeriti Association at www.jmu.edu/
emeriti, or contact Dr. Fuller at rfuller@northriver.coop.

Professor Emeritus of Art and Art History
Jerry Coulter and Professor Emeritus of
Anthropology Clarence Geier will present
lectures in the JMU Faculty Emeriti Lecture

Series on April 25. Jerry Coulter continues to
educate the public offering an art appreciation course in the JMU Departmetn of Social
Work's Lifelong Learning Institute. While
serving on the JMU faculty Clarence Geier's
research focused on the prehistory and an
initial historic settlement of the Shenandoah
Valley, the Civil War and early 20th century
archaeology in western Virginia. For more
information on the Faculty Emeriti Lecture
Series visit www.jmu.edu/emeriti.

Professor Emerita of Art Crystal Theodore
died on Nov. 9, 2012. The World War II veteran
and former chair of the JMU art department led
a group that established OASIS, a cooperative
art gallery in downtown Harrisonburg.
Professor Emeritus ofHistory Robert}. "Bob"
Sullivan died on Feb. 4, 2013. He was a former

planner for the City of Harrisonburg and served
on the Steering Committee for JMU's Centennial Celebration in 2008. He was an active
lecturer in JMU's Lifelong Learning Institute.
The JMU Office of Alumni Relations
invites all graduates from the 1930s to

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2013

Rex Fuller, professor
emeritus of education.

the 1960s to come back to campus April
25-28, 2013, for Bluestone Reunion
Weekend. Start planning now at www.
jmu.edu/alumni/events/reunions.shtml.
Are you a professor emeritus/emerita who
would like to share with alumni during
Bluestone Reunions? Classes of 1938,
1943, 1948, 1953, 1958 and 1963 are
special guests this year. To participate
and reminisce with former students, contact
Tracey Kite at kiterl@jmu.edu.

*

All former professors are encouraged to contribute an "Emeriti Note"
at madisonmag@jmu.edu.
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Scott Whitten and his
wife, Valerie Smith
('01), opened an art center in
downtown Harrisonburg. Larkin Arts offers an art supply
store, two galleries, classes for
children and adults, and studios for working artists. They
opened in August and have
provided supplies for several
courses at JMU.

08

II

Brittany Stanzel
('09M) is the 2011-12
Teacher of the Year for McSwain
Elementary School in Staunton,
Va. Last year, Sranzel's fourthgrade students wrote to the
Wall Street journal, commenting on a health blog. The
journal published the students'
comments. Read the article
at www.rwylah.com/WSJ/
rweers/189380640247005185.
Richard D. Kelley joined
firm Bean, Kinney & Korman
as a shareholder. Members of
the Chicago Alumni Chapter
attended a Major League Soccer
Hannah Dillenbeck
match in May when the Chicago
writes, "I graduated from
Fire hosted the Sporting Kansas
JMU in December 2011 with a
City. Alumni cheered on C.J.
B.A. in psychology. During my
Sapon (' 10), the
rimearJMU I
2011 Rookie
participated in a
of the Year for
Semester Abroad
the Kansas
program in Lonream. Chicago
don and loved
Alumni Chapter
it so much char
member Billy
I got involved
Smith writes,
with the Office
''After coming
oflnternational
our of the runPrograms when
nel and greetI returned.
ing us with an
Thar experiHannah Dillenbeck ('11)
enthusiastic
ence sparked a
'You're all Dukes? Thar's great,'
passion in me for international
education and I became a global
C.J. spent a few minutes with us
Duke my last semester at JMU. I
talking about his experience as a
MLS player."
am currently pursuing my dream
in Ecuador working for a Study
Dara Zafran
Abroad provider
is working as
for six months."
a clinical psycholoAndrea Reich is a
gist with children
physician's assistant at
ages birth to three
Geiseuger Hospital in
years on a Native
Wilkes Barre, Pa.
American reservation. She also reaches
Bryan
medical residents
Hanger of
and psychological
Roanoke, Va., is cominterns and conducts
pleting a Brethren
research in Larin
Volunteer Service
Bryan Hanger ('12)
America.
assignment with the

*
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Chicago Alumni Chapter members meet with MLS Sporting Kansas
City forward C.J. Sapong ('10). Left to right are Ben Shuey ('09), Billy
Smith ('08), C.J. Sapong ('10), Reid Frye ('06), and "honorary" Dukes
Kelli Whall and Sarah Shouvlin.

Church of the Brethren and NCC
Advocacy in Washington, D.C.
While at JMU, Hanger worked
for the student activities office
and took part in Alternative Break
trips. Hanger is a member of Oak
Grove Church of the Brethren
and has been actively involved in
Young Life. He says he is "called
to service with BVS. I feel char it

is my duty to share the blessings
I have been given with those who
are less fortunate. Through this
process I hope to learn as much as
possible about the complexities of
the world and how all of us fit into
the big picture." Charles William Smith is attending his first
year of dental school at Virginia
Commonwealth University.

*

ANNOUNCEMENTS

*

Weddings

ger ('05), 10/27/12
Katelyn
Clarke ('06) to John Rowland

1990s Robyn Julianne Wil-

('06), 7/27/12

* Aislinn Igna-

liams ('92) to David Dezern,

cio ('07) to Josh Fournelle

3/17/12

('07), 9/22/12

2000s Kristin Werner ('04)

('06)

to Timothy Pitkewicz ('04)

Lauren Kaye ('07) to David

* Lisa Adams ('05, '06M) to
David Nida, 7/12/08 * Sara

* Julie Podell ('07) to Josh

to

* Jenna Paddol
*

Peter Israni, 5/26/12

Carl Kaufmann ('07), 9/8/12

Cichocki ('05) co Brain James

Lena ('07), 9/15/12

* Lisa

Hannon ('04, '05M), 1/21/12

Talley ('08, '12M)

to

* Anzie Lahham to Brian Lin-

Eicke! ('08), 6/30/12

Brandon
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FutureDukes

and Ian, a daughter, Collins

Kavitha Rajaram Johnson ('01)

and Harold ('03), a son Thomas

Averie, 11/10/11

and John, a daughter, Addison

19805 Vanessa Quiroz Hotz

Maslayak Whitehurst ('95) and

and David ('88, '91M), a son,

Steve, two sons, Steven Michael,

Sarah Emily, 4/17/ 12 Jeanette Stanig Murphy ('01) and

Hilary HanMcRae, 7/25/12
sen Smith ('03) and Alan ('03),

Loga n Hotz, 11/5/11
Rick
C. Taplin ('88) and Nancy Fla-

8/2/10, and Grant Douglas ,

Asher, a daughter, Eliza Aven,

*

8/25/11

nagan, a son, John "Jack" Manley,
12/18/11

19905 Marni Penning Coleman (' 92) and John, a son, Jesse

*

Boddie, 8/8 / 12 Jennifer
K risten Kelly ('92) and John

*

* Maggie

Bronwyn Schrecker

Theodore Walter, 6/19/12

('OO) and David, a daughter,

*

Kathryn Kelly, 7/6/12 Julie
Rowe and Clifton V. Rowe, Jr.

Hriczak ('OO) and Rose-Marie,

(' 92) , a daughter, Violet Eliza-

a son, Luke C harles, 5/16/ 12

*

*

beth, 9/12
Dawn Covington
Warren ('94) and Ralph, a son,

*

Kelli
D ustin Patrick, 8/22/11
Crawford Edwards ('95) and

F.

estes Gmelin ('04) and Steven

*

('01), a daughter, Emily Doreen,
8/27/12
Kathryn Holt Snyder ('02) and Jack, a son, Jack

a son, Aidan Patrick, 4/4/12
Lisa Adams Nida ('05, '06M)

Owen, 5/3/12

and David, a son, Daniel Alex-

*

*

*

of Charlottesville, Va.,

('38) of Berryville, Va., 7123/10

('37) of Vienna, Va ., 719/06
('38,

'51M)

of Hardyville, Va.,

7/22/12

('40) ofFrankford, WVa., 7119/12
of Henrico, Va ., 7130/12

ELIN OR TURNER WESTBROOK ('41)
MA R GUE RITE Hu LL OAKLEY ('42)

of Clover, Va., 3/24/10

('43) of Charlottesville, Va. , 7130/11

GLA DA J A RVIS DUNNAVANT
Lois S . WORKMAN

of Lebanon, N.j., 7120/12

('46) of Victoria, Va. , 2117/13

('49 ) of Elkton, Va., 6/21112

MARI ON NuLLER MASON ('51)

of Cranberry Township, Pa. ,

ANN G A RRETT YETTER (' 51 )
MARGA R E T EARLY HALL

('56) of Edinburg, Va., 8110/12

CAROLYN SwADLEY SEAMAN

of Charleston, W Va., 7/23112

('53 ) of Harrisonburg, Va., 11110/09

JOSEPHINE DERRI C K AUSTIN
BOBBIE B A RNETTE HENRY

('54 ) of Williamsburg, Va., 2/9/13

('55 ) of Buena Vista, Va., 4130107

('57) of Seaford, Va ., 1117/11

BERTHA GIBSON JONES

SALLY

J.

THURSTON

('66) of Charlottesville, Va., 7/87

('66) of Hyattsville, Md., 4/12/12
('67) of Detroit Lakes, Mich., 5128/10

0RLO RAYMOND GILBERT

MARY BLACKISTON DILLARD
RANDY

L.

EMMETT

RINE

D.

('70) of Glendale, Calif, 6/27/00

('74) of Winter Springs Fla., 12114/12

BOAZ

DARRYL RAY KEYS

III ('75) ofKent, Wash., 11/6/10
('76) of Fairfax, Va., 10/1512

CATHERINE ELIZABETH NA S H
DEBRA WooD

('57) of Phenix City, Ala., 518/97

('58) of Fredericksburg, Va., 9124/10

('77) of Lexington, Va ., 7125/12

('79) of Horntown, Va., 7130/12

MARYS. DALTON BLAND
ELAINE D. AvADIKIAN

('83) ofAtlanta, Ga., 10/16111

{'88) of Westminster, Md., 9/29/09

KEITH DOUGLASS CARLILE

{'88) of Chesapeake, Va., 713112

EUGENE RICHARD CRISCIONE ('92)
KARI R. ZEHNER ('92)

of Silver City, N.M., 6/25112

ofFredericksburg, Va., 7/29/12

CHRISTINE KuPFER MESSICK

10/28/10

Cecilia, 3/ 15/ 12

VIRGINIA STRAWDERMAN WooD
VIVIAN CONNELLY

*

('55) of Raleigh, N.C., 7123112

NANCYE LEONA BOWMAN

INEZ CRAIG HANBURY ('41)

*

Bobby ('01), a daughter, Norah

('35) of Scottsville, Va. 7/28/11

CORNE LIA RILEY CROSBY

Megan Thorn-

ton Crain ('03) and J. David

VIRGINIA LuTZ LANG

EDNA MARGUERITE BRISTOW

MA R Y KISER Wooo

*

*

a son, Luke Ryan, 6/7/12
Caroline Banks Sanders ('03)

('38) of Richmond, Va ., 9111/00

CATH ERINE D. CARLS

*

anna Danielle, 8/26/12 Julie
Vogel Smit ('04) and Brandon,

d aughter, Kara Lynn, 8/ 15 / 12
Cat Voogd Candela ('07) and

('35) of Harrisonburg, Va., 7111/12
('36) of Virginia Beach, Va., 6121112

ISAB E L L E DUNN BING

Markus ('04), a daughter, Bri-

Abigail, 4/22/12
Pamela Doreen Barkley ('02) and Michael

MUNDEN

MA R Y EDITH SMITH

Elizabeth Ker-

8/24/12
Lisa Cotton Hetherington ('03) and Kirk ('04),

6 121/09
MY R T LE LITTLE

*

12/17/10

and twin daughters, Natalie and

'03M), a daughter, Amelia Mau-

KAT HRYN ANNE BUCHANAN FARIS ('2 7 )

VE R A

Derrick, a son, Isaiah Jefferson,

Jason, a son, Zachary, 3/ 5/08 ,

ander, 3/ 8/12 Jade Dalton
('06) and Christopher ('05), a

lnMemoriam
JANIE SEAY CALDWELL

Fitzgerald Burroughs ('04) and

('03) , a son, Thomas Daniel,

* Laura Lindsey
Coletrane ('01) and Alex, a son,
Maxwell Alexander, 9/ 12/12 *

* Kristin Freret ('97)

Tameka

*

'02M, '08M) and Ian ('02,
reen, 6/15/12

Isaac, a daughter, Bridget Anne,
4/27/12

Rachel Tyson Linden ('00,

a son, Brady Madison, 4/23/12

* Emily Bagby ('04) and Keith
Ancowitz, a daughter, Callie
Madison, 5/23/12 *

Elisabeth Cooksey

ter, Lauren Jane, 1/16/13
Holly Miller Young ('01) and

Natalie Drewry Bailey, 2 / 6/12

Marie, 6/24/11, and Gianna

*

Jamrok ('98) and Greg, a son,

* Lynn Hobeck Bates ('OO)
and Ben, a d aughter, Ellen
M arie, 6/21/12 * Chuck

Peter, two daughters, Theresa

6/25/12

Stark ('01) and Jason, a daugh-

20005 Evelyn Drewry Bailey

*

*

RONALD B . CASTEEL ('oo)
ZACHARY DENNIS CRUFF

('96) of Bristow, Va., 713112

of Charlottesville, Va ., 4/20/11

('10) of Newport News, Va., 7121112

LANIE MARIE KRUSZEWSKI ('11 )
TRENT DYLAN HANAFEE (' 15 )

of Chesterfield, Va., 7128/12

of Glen Cove, N.Y., 8/17/12
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President Jonathan R. Alger, Joined by his wife, Mary Ann, and
Eleanor, led a ceremonial walk from campus to Harrisonburg's
during Madison Week activities. More than 200 students, protessors.
members and community friends JQined In the ceremonial walk. Pr
received a welcome from Ha(!lsonburg and Rockingham County representatives, and in a gesture symbo
openness between campus and the local
community, Alger presented
ui;g Mayor Ted Byrd and RocRl natiam
County Board of Supervisors
red Eti'erly with the keys to the
See more images at www.jmu.e
uguration/images

*

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MIKE MIRIELLO (' 09M )
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Submit your Madison class note
The magazine staff welcomes news for class notes and notes from alumni and former faculty members. Please submit
news of personal and career achievements online at www.jmu.edu/myinfo or use this form and mail news to:
Class Notes, Madison, James Madison University, 235 Cantrell Ave., MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College/Major - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
____________________________ State _________ ZIP______
Email Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Phone ________________
Employer

Job Title - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Spouse Name (include maiden) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - JMU Class Year _ _ _ __
News _______________________________________________~

It can take up to six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Madison. We appreciate your patience.

www.jmu.edu/myinfo

A new university vision
heralds new assignments
in fundraising
"Development is a critical and immediate priority tor me
as we seek to fulfill our ambitious mission and dreams
tor the future," said JMU President Jonathan Alger as he
confirmed Nick Langridge ('OO, '07M) as the university's
vice president tor university advancement on January
18. The theme was echoed in the new JMU president's
inaugural address in March, and he and Langridge are
well under way toward structuring the team that will lead
Madison's fund raising efforts.
With more than 20 years of fundraising experience, including 14 at JMU, Jeff
Gilligan has been named assistant vice
president tor development. He will lead
the major gifts, planned giving, annual
giving, and corporate and foundation
Jeff Gilligan
giving programs.
Sheila Smith, formerly director of
annual giving, has been named assistant
vice president tor campaign management.
Among her recent assignments has been
coordination of President Alger's "Why
Madison?" Presidential Listening Tour.
Karen Wheatley ('80) has accepted the
Sheila Smith new role of associate director of major gifts.
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JMU fundraising staff members are ready to help realize
the vision for Madison's next era
DEVELOPMENT
OFFICE
Jeff Gilligan
Assistant Vice President
Development
gilligjj@jmu.edu

(540) 568-6278

Sheila Smith
Assistant Vice President
Campaign Management
willi2ss@jmu.edu

(540) 568-3564

MAJOR GIFTS
Cynthia Cline
Director of Development
College of Visual and
Performing Art s
clinecd@jmu.edu

Karen Wheatley

Taylor Schwalbach

Associat e Direct or
Major Gifts
gunthaka@jmu.edu

Assist ant Direct or
Annual Giving
schwalts@jmu.edu

(540) 568-6605

(540) 568- 8840

PLANNED GIVING
Susan Fersner

ATHLETICS
DEVELOPMENT
Brian Frerking

Director of Planned Giving
f ersnesl@jmu.edu

(540) 568- 2698

Kathy Sarver
Assistant Direct or
Planned Giving
Director of Development,
College of Education
sarverkb@jmu.edu

(540) 568-3440

(540) 568-3195

ANNUAL GIVING
Kelly Snow

David Grimm

Director of Annual Giving
snowka@jmu.edu

Director of Development
College of Arts and Letters
grimmdl@jmu.edu

(540) 568.2644

(540) 568-7879

Assistant Director
Annual Giving
salvatma@jmu.edu

Sarah Kruger
Special Gifts Officer
krugersg@jmu.edu

Matt Salvatore

(540) 568-890 2

(540) 568-1776

Clare Eakin

BillMcAnulty

Assistant Director
Annual Giving

Director of Development
College of Health and
Behavioral Studies
College of Integrat ed
Science and Engineering
mcanulww@jmu.edu

(540) 568-2570

(540) 568- 8814

Associate Athletics Director
for Athletics Development
frerkibc@jmu.edu

(540) 568- 58 18

Kevin Weaver
Director of Maj or Gifts
Athletics Development
weaverkk@jmu.edu

(540) 568-3271

Brian Powell
Director of the Annual Fund
powel2be@jmu.edu

(540) 568- 2961

Kyle Yeager
Director of Premium Seating
and Corporate Giving
adkinstb@jmu.edu

(540) 568-6398

Taylor Adkins
Associate Director of the
Annual Fund
adkinstb@jmu.edu

(540) 568 - 6082

Give now. www.jmu.edu/give
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Are you connected to Madison?
Follow JMU, visit campus, get
involved at www.jmu.edu/connect.

Lamar Walker Jr. ('12) and Justin Harris ('10) came to James Madison University through the university's innovative Centennial Scholars program. Now the two graduate students are giving back in a way only they can - by mentoring current JMU
Centennial Scholars. They are showing current undergraduates the ropes in hopes of helping them become as successful as
they have been. Joining Walker and Harris in the mentoring program are fellow graduate program students Cassandra Jones
('12), Kala Doss ('11), Katie Blevins ('11, '12M) and Beverly Walker ('11). These alumni are turning their Madison Experience back
to the future by sharing their wisdom and encouragement with the next generation of Madison Centennial Scholars.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol36/iss2/1

Former Centennial
Scholars Lamar
Walker Jr. ('12) and
Justin Harris ('10) are
mentoring current
Centennial Scholars
to give back and to
Be the Change.
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